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Ja ck son ma rch es
for · the vo te
.Qy Dan Landrigan
speech
Follow ing
• yesterday urging students to
vote, Rev. Jesse Jackson
marched with aboui . 400
students to the Durham Town
Office_s to have them register.
When the march was over 13
of the • almost 400 people
registered to vote, accordin g to
Durham Checklist Supervis or
William Prince. Problem s
arose when the group
discovere d, in · the Town of
Durham, a birth certificat e or a
passport is required to register.
Jackson, who said he hasn't
yet decided to run for Presiden t
of the United States in 1984,
tried in vain to ·get officials to
allow students to register andreturn later with proof of
citizensh ip. An agreemen t was
reached to set up a voter

a

the Durham
Rev. Jesse Jackson answers questions from reporters and speaks to students outside of
Millard
(Jim
Building.
Union
l
Memoria
the
at
d
originate
which
Town Offices after leading a march
photo)

s ·earc h to begin'. agai n

registrati on table" in the MUBbetween I and 4 p.m. today,
accordin g to-Prince .
:students wishing to register
will have to provide proof of
US Citizensh ip_, Prince said.
.. If we waited until next week
(Jackso n had suggete d
Monday or Tuesday) I'm afraid
that half of Lhtn1 would lose
their. enthusias m,,. Prince said.
Jackson had all the
unregiste red mem_b ers of the
audience stand and move to the
front of the hall.
.. If you're · not registered , I
ought to not be bothered with
you," Jackson said just prior to
leading them to the Town Hall.
At the Town Hall Jackson
said he wanted New Hampshi re
not only to be first in the

JACKSO N, page 9

Fac ult y pro tes ts
low pay rai ses

Monday, the UNH Faculty
By Jennifer Bump
sent a letter to Interim
Council
te
-Associa
After taxes,
Professo r Andrew Merton's Presiden t Gordon Haaland
salary increase co_mes to $7 .50 a ~ calling this year's faculty sala~y
wee~. Thafs far less than wha_t iricreases .. woefully inade· :
.
he pays for one day of day-care . quate/'
The Econom ic Welfare
.
daughter
his
for
produced a candidat e who .
"What can you do with Committ ee of the Faculty
enjoys the confidenc e and
asked the English Caucus is doing· a study on
$7.50,"
support of a- majority of the
faculty salaries at UNH,
..
.
professor
constitue ncies of the Universit y
4.5- including a comparis on of
year's
this
said
Merton
campus and the Board of
percent pay increase . (2·.5 · sal_arie~. at other .i, similar
Trustees. "
·
across-th e-board, 1.5 umvers1hes.
The two remainin g finalists percent
Accordin g to Phyllis Hoff,
.0.5
and
pay,
merit
percent
for the job, who have now been .
percent retireme nt) is the a-n associate professo r of
eliminate d, were Dr. A. Le.e
hecanrem emberin his Physica l --Educa tion and
. Fritschle r. director . of the smallest at UNH. Last year's chairman of the committe e,
years
11
Brooking s Institute Advance d
increase was 9 percent. faculty salaries at UijH "have
. Studies Program in Washing - sa.Iary ·t know anybody that's _been falling -in rel_a tive standing
don
I
..
ton, D.C., and Dr. Gordon
with it," Merton said. nationall y."
Millar, executive vice president pleased all thought the Board
"The ptichasin g power of the
had
"We
of engineeri ng for Deere and
faculty has shrinked
UNH
a
made
had
.
Trustees
of
Co. in Moline, Ill.
from what it was 10 years ago,"
standard
the
raise
to
n
dedicatio
A new search committe e will
·
·
of living. This year they seem to
SALARI ES, page 13
have forgotten that pledge."
SEAR CH, page 21

Sea rch com mit iee can cel led
withdrew his name from
· By Chris Heisenberg
eration for the
consid
of
The Universit y System
New Hampshi re · Board of presidenc y.
Trustees (USNH) -disbande d . Richard Morse. chairman of
the UNH President ial Search the Board of Trustees said in a
Committ ee Wednesd ay after written statemen t. ·•The search
the Committ ee's recomme nded . process of the past ten months
choice Dr._William A. Brown, has, unfortu nately, not

Ra pe pre val ent
on UN H cam pus
By Dan Landrigan
On Friday, Sept. 30, a UNH
male student -was convicted in
Durham District Court of
sexual assault and simple
assault against a female UNH

-INSI DE-

Field - Hockey whips
Dartmou th, 2-1. Story page
28.

Calendar ....._........ ~ .... page 5
Classifled ............_.... page 25
C~mics .............. ! .... ~page 22
Editorlal. .............. .. page 14
Features ...... :~ .. ~ ........ page 17
Notices .............. ...... page 6
Sports ................ pa&';~..~7Jl,~

student.
· The case was the result. of
two separate incidents during
the weekend prior to the
opening of school. The first
took place in front of the
Catnip. Pub and the second,
later that night, beside
. Huddlest on HalL
The .man said he is planning
an appeal.
.. I'm still in disbelief that the
· charges are being brought, "
said ·the man who believes he
·will .· be found innocent. The
incidents were blown out .of ·
proportio n and he hopes a trial
by jury, and getting a trial out
of Durham, will help him. On Friday. Sept. 16, a sexual
a s s a u It i n c i d e ri t ,. w h i c h
occurred on a path behind
Stoke Hall was reported. No
arrests have been made and the
inciden t is still' under
investiga tion.
· We live in a society where
violence against women is as
much an integral factor as
baseball, hot dogs, and ·apple·.
.p ie, · accordin g to Nancy
Schroede r. director of. the
e and
Sexual Harrassm ent and Rape
Members of the UNH Cycling. Club practice. Pictured are Dave Thibealt, Chuck Lawrenc
·Prevemi._9-n Program .
Paul Dudley. (Rob Bossi photo)
·. "ASSAULT, page 12 .
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UNH /students ·perform on track and turf
Rodgers .tests
the grollnd

.Douglas rallies
. against ·the _c lock
By Marcel Boulanger
The sport o_f auto racing- adventurous, exciting,
dangerous. Not everyone could p.ossibly race, or
even want to, but one such person who·does is Rob
Douglas, a UNH senior.
."Douglas · ·was -introduced · to racing . by a
Rochester, NY high school teacher when he was 16.
He began with time/ ~peed distance rallies whi~h are
races that ruq against the clock. He had to get from
one _point to: another -in the fastest time possible.
By the time he was a junior in high school, he was
working at the Sports Car Cl_u b of America
Professional Rallies in Pennsylvania ctoing v_a rious
jobs connected with the sport.
Pro Rallies are races driven primarily at ·night
. and consisting of anywhere from IO to 25 "stages".
Each stage ranges between IO and 30 miles and
totals 120 to 150 miles acros~ co_untry per rally.
_ There are about 13 ralljes pe~ year in the U.S.
held mo~tly in the warm weather months.
. Douglas said road rallies are , more .popular ·in
- Europe than in the U.S.
Racing in the Rallies began in earnest _for
-Douglas last March, when he competed in his first ·
race at the Ohio Rally at Cnilicothe.
Douglas and Mark Joslyl), a -friend from high
· school, drove a 1977 Datsin '2802 which Douglas
bought last summer.
- Douglas needed to instalLsafety equipment in his
car and make genet aldmprovements, Equipment'
was supplied by B.EGoodrich and Wilco, his
sponsors. ·
Safety improvements include a reinforced roll ·
cage, a tightened suspension system, and a five- point racing harness.
For his personal safety, Douglas has a special ·
safety helmet and a No-Mex racing suit, which is a
.protective ,fireproof suit worn while driving.
-"Every car is checked very carefully for those
safe.ty ·features. before .they race in the rally/'
Douglas said.
Finally Douglas and Joslyn, who served as cod river, were ready · for the race. Last minute
hfira§'U~ttik ~ 1~ ~t~.2~lf.t/y Dotiglas wliile ,J oslyn
. ,read fh:e•r oiitdjc>orole:t:Jgive-n'to him _only two hours
- ')j . C '-'~i ,,_ ~~-.
<befcfre the race. ,:';;,
i . :_. As co~dii-vef Jo'Slyn-l}adtfo 1tel( Dotiglas"i precisely
, where to 'go as outlined -in tije route bo 0.klet~:No one
is allowed to ·know Tne' ronte·beforeha·trd, afid some
. of the turns ·are dangerous;· especially at -night.
Douglas and J oslyfr, whh are the' youngest team
in the nation finished twerity.:.fifth out of 75 cars in
the Ohio race. Cars are started at one minute
intervals · and. therefore drivers race against the
clock. When Douglas passed two cars during his
second race; he-·said, "It felt really good because_I·
knew l had gained at least two minutes." · ,
Of cours~, li~e most auto racers, Douglas has had a car ac:ci9enf His__acc;ide~t_ ha,ppet1:ed at his ~se,~ond
rally, held last June 12 in Wellsboro, Pennsylvania.
RODGERS, page 9

By Penny Haslam
If you 're looking for John Rodgers on a Saturday ·
· morning, you can find him on his hands and knees
with his nose to the ground. ·
·
- Field Experience offered through the College of
LifeSciences and Agriculture has given Rodgers a
.boost for his career.
A senior Wildlife Managerr:ient majo'r, he will
receive two _credits and valuable experiericefor his
participation in a bobcat population survey. ·
Rodgers, along with a number of volunteer and
. work-study students, travels around southern and ·
i-n iddk: New Harnp"hin:; vi:siting variou:, pfot:. :.ct a

ROB DOUGLAS

I .

1

JOHN ROGERS

few miles in the woods.
At these plots·, the students conduct analyses of
the surrounding vegetation and forest--c over type,
but their main concentration is on evidence of the
snowshoe hare.
Because the bobcat feeds_ mainly on the snowshoe
hare, evidence of the rabbit helps to-calculate the
number of bobcats in the-area.
Bobcats themselves are not studied because they
are too hard to find. They are listed as an
· endangered species in New Hampshire.
· According to Rodgers, Forestry : students
designed the plot-s which are most often located in
the middle of a swamp.
"We follow a diagram, and use ou·r compasses to
find the areas-," Rodgers said.
At times it's difficult to find the plot because the
only marker left by· the forestry" stugents is a four. inch stake in the ground, he said.
The natural debris offallen leaves and branches
.also adds to the task. The students must therefore
be keen on their skills of map reading, orienteering,
and basic "woods sense".
_
· "It's very easy to get turned around in there (the
, , woods), so we, are always saJety copsciou~." .
·Rodger$ usu·ally leads a crew - of three other
students. · They aW rhust meet at ' six 'a.rn > each
Saturday morning and travel in University vehicles
to plots as far as two hours apart. They often <;f_on 't
return until nine ' p.111. \ . , ,. · . · .. ,_· "; :.
To determine thehu mber'ofsnowshoe hare in the
-area, meticulous care i:s taken at c_o unting the
number of individl!al rabbit pellets j n, ~.a ch plot\
Rodgers· sometimes finds it difficult · to -keep a
straight face when telling people of his research. But
under the half embarrassed, halfjoking demeanor,
· it's easy to see he is very serious about his
commitment to preserve the wildlife iri New
Hampshire.
·
·
. He cited ex.:).mples of new housing developments
being built that wipe out the habitats of a number of
animals. As more people move to the country he
fears the total destruct~on of plant and anirnaflife.
His hometown of Center Sandwich, NH is a
prime example. Rodgers. lives with.in miles of the
lake . where . the movie "On Golden Pond"· was
· filmed.
·
DOUGLAS, page 21

NEWS IN BRIEF Granite delayed ·
.- Granite distribution will be delayed one week due
to problems with the publisher. The new schedule
wiB be as follows: seniors may pick up the Granite
on Wednesday, October 19th, from 11-2 or from 5- 7 p:?1·· Sqphomores and Juniors can pick up their
copies on Thursday, October 20th from 11-2 or 5-7
p.m. and again on Friday the 21st from l l-2 ;

Weinburg _ discusses
·
evQlution
- Steve Weinberg, recipient of the 1979 Nobel Prize
_ · for Pµysics, will speak a.t UNH on the theory of
-r _eyolution~yi/ einberg wiU discus~ ~'The Be.ginning of
) pf WR,tld""_,Frtday. "Qc( . 7l,: ~t I JO p:m. :jn _the__
0

C

r¥.V~:·., . ,-- , . -

·_ Weinberg is the first. "Of IO . scientists of
· international reputation who will visit UNH as part
of th~ · Elliot Lectures· on evolution. The lectures,
-funded ·,by the Elliot Trust Fund, are free and open
to the public.

LaPage .Jo.i ns Sea Gra11t

Road race hel<J
.

.

.

The Witches' Way five kilomoter Fun Run will
be held Sunday, October 30th at 2 p.m. in
downtown Exeter, NH. All proce·eds from the 3.1
mile run will be donated to the National -Kidney
Foundation. Costumes are encouraged but not
required. Pre-entry fee is $3 by Oct. 21 or $4 post
entry.
_
Runners should pic'k up numbers noon-I :30 p.m.
on the day of.the race at the Town Hall. Entry forms
are ayailable at all local sports stores or write to
Mike Wilson, Box 1086, Exeter; NH 03833. For
details call (603) 778-1603
·

· Wilbur LaPage, a nationally r~knowned expert
in outdoor recreation, has been appointed a
position with the Sea Grant Advisory _Program at
the University of New Hampshire.
, LaPage; who · has directed national research projects in outdoor recreation since 1964, has been . .
.
_
. _ ·.
appointed as a specialist in)narine recreation and ., · The Nat,ional Weather Set~ice: predicts sunny ..
t _o uri_sm. _LaPage is the 1982 recipient oLthe U.S. skies for Friday with higqs in _the mid .60's. Friday '.D epartment, of Agriculture·~ Distingui~h.ed Setvice. -.- night calls for pa'rtlydoudy s~ies with ternpera-ture"s ·
· · · ··
·
·
·
in the 30's. Sat:urday ,wilt ha.ve var.iabledoudiness
· ./ 'Award. · ·-'
·
, . ..
with tt;mperatutes i~ t~-~ high, ~O): ,_ · · · ·

Weather

•·,

r

,~¥q11PF~~!RfP,_, r ~

~waits approval ..
By Leslie Daley
·. . _ ~-- :. i . _ .Whik tv.e · Master.; ·Plan
A n a ca. d e m i c ""h 3 ri o..rts '-wki ch " .{) i\ i e ~ l'i H ';

u n s· u
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Plans for expansion were denied for the Catnip Pub . in downtown Durham. (Jlm Millard
photo) . .
. _
,
.
.
· ·

Financial woes for "Advocate'
By Edward High

· ·program ~ay be instituted at proposed · growth was being
UNH ' a~am as :so.v n \' a_s the e Ai yeJopeq inj 19~Q ., to '. 8,i, a
Acade,m1c Senate . pa~se_s the ., committee proposed · reinstatp rnp0sal and 1~d1v1dual . ing the honors program to the
colleg~s set u_p special honors Academic Senate~ Jt ,' was
c o u rs _e s a n d s ta n _d a r ~ s a :p pro v e d . a n d n o w a n
. ac.c ordmg to UN H ·mtenm "intermediate committee has to .
President Gordon_ Haaland.
work on the specifics of the
An '._ Academ_1c Senate I proposal," James said. ·
committee workmg c_m th~ I ,. . HONORS, -page 11 . ,
proposal may present , 1t for a
vote in a month. to six weeks,
Haaland· · said: . If , passed
colleges will then be allowed ·
time to set up .programs and the
honors · program will be
instituted.
·
The honors program would
provide special course sections
which. would be more intense · .
and m_oye at a quicker pace,
accordm'g t<? _Marion James.,
- Academic Senate Chairperson.
The Academic Senate ·and a
special committee will . help
colleges decide how to
designate the special sections
on• the students' records and
diplomas.
The honors program .would
"provide special opportunitie·s
for the b~st students," Haaland
. said. "It's important UNH has
one. An honers program wilh : _., GORDON-HAALAND
attract more prospective
/.
students."

said Valerie Deneen, Student returned this year," Parker
Press business manager. "This · said. ·
has saved us $924 a month in
printing costs alone."
Deneen said the Advocate
. The Advocate 's budget for · would have to sell an average of
this year is $2J,506, or 46 -~2 -6 q1;1arter page ads per issue.
. percent of the total Student
LaS t ISSUe we had about IO "
Press funds. Steven Parker · she said.
--"R"A ·· · '
Student Activity Fund Offic~ · ADVOCATE, p~ge 5
(SAFO) chairman and business
manager for the Student Press
last year, counted on$16,IO0 in
revenue from .advertising.
" .That doesn't 1o o k
attainable since oply one of the
.
1;;.
. ..
. .
.
I
three people on the ad staff .BY Steven McGitvary
· d e_t ermine the town 's _c ontroversy. Loughlin said the
· La~yers for both th~ town of · co~rectness in interpreting that Pub's denial for 'extension was
~- __ 12._u~_!!-~ ~-- and - own~rs · of the }aw .. Accordii:ig to _ Loughlin, handled in a nondiscriminatory
C:atm_p P1.rb- w-Il-1-- m -ee.L _!he issue may -ultimately be manner.
.
~ece~b~r I, _to assess leg~l su~miHed - to- court~ f9r- fil)al- :._ Jast~sktr •W~ ~~ribe~
issues myolvmg th~ Pub s rulmg.
. .
the C~tm_p Pub as "conducive"
request and demal for
The Pub, which appealed to to campus life said his
enlarging its dining area, the Board of Adjustment and restaurant keeps students from
according to Durham Town was turned down, 'a rgued that "drinking on the town
the town had already negated · selectmen's front lawns. -If it's
By Julie Hanauer
· off~ring three concurrent Attorney Peter Loughlin.
Catnip
Pub operator Mario its zoning ordinance by good for one (Nick's allowed
Alcohol education will be the. conferences. The morning
- Jast~zebski, who . le~ses - a . g~an!ing its :co~petition, extension) it's good for . the
focus of a comprehensive day conferences and "Help for portion of the bmldmg on N 1ck s, a permit i.n 1979 to · other."
long conference October' I I in Employees with Alcohol Main Street to operate . his expand its seating :area.
Jastrzebski also said he feels ·,
Related Problems; .. "Alcohol:
the MUB..
restaurant,
said
he
had
no
.
Loughlin
said,
"a
mistake
the
town of · Durham turned
The conference which is co- The Body and Bepavior" and _knowledge· of the proposed may have been made" by the down the Tin · Palace's
sponsored by the UNH "Preventing Student Alcohol meeting f~r later this year, · town ~n allowing Nick's· 1979 expansion plans to deny the
Alcohol Advisory Committee Problems".
Afternoon presentations are - Jastrzebski ~ad no comh_lent . ~xtens10n but fee_ls that _case is Catnip · leverage ii} its dispute
an·d the In-Service . Training .
on what possible future actions
'not grounds for repeatmg. the
. .
· ·
Program is aimed at educating " Assessment, Treatment and his corporation might take to.. s~me mistake" in the Pub CATNIP, page 22
students, community and Referr al of People with
expand the · Pub by -. the
faculty about alcohol and drug Chemical -Dependencies",
use according to Steven "Alcoholics Anonymous" and originally requested 105 seats.
The controversy stems·from
Dieteman, co-c;:.h airman of the a seminar 'about the problems
Committee.
- facing adult children of a l 978 · amended zoning
ordinance that states "no
There will be morning and
ALCOHOL, page 6
establishment selling alcoholic
afternoon sessions· each
beverages can be located within
200 feet of another such
establishment." The Catnip
Pub, then called Jason's, and
Nick's Restaurant, owned by
Nicholas Karabelas, presently offend this amendment, but
both· were in existence when it
became law and are allowed to .
As · part of a .. routine
By Brian Couturier
continue selling alcohol as
"non conforming establish- .
~he residents of 34 Young investigation", the Durham
ments." .
Dnve, after arraignment last Police Department in
The Pub ·s a.pplica~i-0n t_o .
~eek, are ~chedule~ to appear conjunction with the State
m Durham District Court on Liquor Commission, . arrested
Durham's Board of Selectmen
. the residents on Sept. 22, 1983.
October 28.
on August 5, 1982 to expand its
Th.e residents, after being
seating area was denied on the .
Their arrests a~d subsequent
basis that expansion · would
court appearances .stem from a charged, were later released on
constitute an ilh;gal extension
street-wide party on September personal .recognizance.
3 in which they allegedly· ~<?i<i .: Despite claims that the · of the Pub's ca_p aci,ty to · sell
Young Drive incideflt has been
alcohol.
·
beer without a license.
°Loughlin said both' parties ·
The residents(whoasked not used as an example to UNH ·
will be -presented with '"an ·
to be identified) were charged students, , Lt. Vittu·m , a
with selling· alcohol without , a spokesman for the Durham
agreed :statement of facts" at
the . December . meeting to
permit,
state offense: It is Police Department, said - the
Jbe president's h_ouse ~t UNH is not .home for any one person.
punishable by .. a. ,maximum · Department .. treats people
review the disputed · town
The .ho~se ~~s been us~~ ~s a plac~ for. guests visiting 'ftoin .
penalty of six months in jail ' the ' same fairness" when
zoning <?rdinance . an4 to
other un1ve_!s1!1es to stay. said UNH mter1m President Gordon
'~enforcing the law~-.·~ Haaland. (Wayne. Macknechnie photo) ·. ··
· ::.·
- ·· · .
and~ $1000 fine.
Financial problems for ·the
Commuter Advocate (a
Student Press . publication)
have forced the publication to
move from a weekly to_ a
biweekly format, according to
Chris Fauske, Editor-in-Chief.
Pending- approval by the
Student Activity Fee Cou_ncil
(SAFC) and the Student
Senate, the _new format will
take effect October 19 when the
Advocate will be relaunched.
"I think 'gping biweekly will
leave ,us financially bett~r ,off,"

,Clltnip ex·p ansion den~ed

--Al conor·awar·e nes·s .

0

week planned·_·

1

-

'

YoungDriVe
residerits in cou·r t -
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By Kris Snow
A $25,000 federal grant will

said. "It will be determined by for the I RS last sum.m er, is at
the faculty," he said. ··If it is a UN H this se.m ester, and will
allow the UNH Field
legitimate research project, or return to the I RS this spr1~g for
Experience Program to include
·
thesis or dissertation · work, a permanent jo_b.
graduate studen·ts in job
Among employers whp have
credit could be arranged."
placements beginning next
Jobs will be available both in participated . in the field
summer, accord_ing to Bob
the summer, and duri.ng the experience program are IBM,
McCaffery, Manager of · the
school year, _McCaffery said. Digital. The ; ~e_w Hampshire
Field ·Experience Program. .
"'Students sometimes take time Historical . Society, · ~prague
off from school, ot work and Elecfric Company, Sanders
The program, · which now
Associates, . and American
study part-time,''. he said.
serves only undergradua_tes,
. ,
According to McCaffery, Express·, he said.
will · be especially helpful in /
According to McCaffery, the
fields ••whete getting summer''. aproximately 400 undergraduates from the Colleges of grant money "which just <;ame
employment is difficult," sa.i. d
Liberal Arts, Life Sciences and through" w_ill · be... us€d to,
UN H Graduate School Dean
· Agri~ulture, Engineering and arr~nge for the ..e;xpansion o(
William Drew.
Physical Sciences,. and the the _pr9gram. · --: , ;. .. . ,·. .
.. For example, soda!
"'It will pay . for~ . ·a job
School particiWhittemore
sciences and . humanities ·
students can have trouble · pated in the program last year. developer who will .contact
Their salaries varied from ·$4 .to organizations-that may want to
getting sµmmer jobs in tbeir
$8 per hour, ••depending_on the place students," M cCaffery·
field," Drew said. ••And
student ·s own major, .the . said. "We . will also make
: pract'ical exp·e rience is ·a . big
· location of the job, and the brochures, advertising the
plus."
particular company," . Me- . program to employers and
; Members ·of the Department of · Con)tinuing Education _
Unlike undergraduate .• Caffery said.
studentsA" he said.
mclude Ca~ol Bense, Cheryl Estes and Bob McCaffery. (Wayne
students, graduate students
."It is a continuing effort to·
Mackechme photo)
"'Companies often . use a
"'will not have to register for the
and attract students ·
advertise
the
determine
·
to
formula
field- experience program
to the program-," Mc.., ,
exam-pie,
"For
said.
he
salary,"
said.
course," McCaffery
they will pay a student 80 Caffery said.
"Given the nature of the percent of the salary pa~d, ~to , "T,he . v,gra nt ma ke·s . ).he
graduate school, it's not felt it's someone who has just fin•ish.ed : charic·es · of three , ¥ear~;:, of
appropriate for those students : college."
support pretty good." Drew
to register for · the -.cour$e," , .· ,_, Field experience job-s _-.- ca_n s~id.
.
lead to permanent employment
McCaffery said.
· ·" If the program is sw;cessfuL
. o('- ~(ou\'l
There are, however.' options for the student, McCaffery it shouldn't be too expensive
su\l\l
for graduates. to receive credit said. He gave an example of an for UN H to carry it beyond the
for their · experiences, Drew _e conomics major who worked grant period," he .Sfjd.

Raoe and se.1ua1 assa'.ull' ,

An ongoing weekly support group offering an
opportunity for victims of rape or sexual assault to
explore their issues and concerns.
·
Time: Tuescfays, 12:30 p.m. Begins Oct. 11
Place: Counseling and Testing Center Schofield House, UNH
Contact: Ellen Becker, for further information Cflll ~62-2090

ooen to a.II women• _

~rower of prayer'

at vigil

By Jayne Dean
. A vigil' for• peace was he-Id

don't .have to worry about
Assisi.
. ·" .,· 6~- ;
- The vigil _included read in-gs -, being blown up." · -McClung -said she thought a.,
Tµesday under the flagpole in from the old and . new
testaments, T ,h e ~ev. Albert W. lot of people came because of ~
front. of Thompson Hall.
,"'We are here for no other Snow of St-. Ge,~~ge's C~µr~h)n the downing of the .Korean jet.
purpose b,ut to pray," said Rev. Durpa~f l~d-- ,\ijf,. cro,"".,d_ of Michiko Mori, a Japanese
-Frederic~ J. f?erirtett, one of.the . approxunat~1y 6G · people m~a citite.n, -said she felt close-to .the
organizers_. of the vigil and a litany - for · peace " The _vigil. -Koreans because of her race . .
merr+ber of .. the University , ended,wi-th a ,mus,ical-version of ...., •·• tt ·shocked me," she said, "and
here because I really want
'· the-prayerof Pra'nci'fl5f ;\'.'ssisi·: :~
Chaplains.
.
The vigil was a cry for led by members of the folk . peace,."
member of
a
Murray,
Russ
More
Thomas
St.
from
group
their
countries to "put <!Side
destru.ction," Church, where Pennett is a the f>eace Study and Witness
w_eapons
Group, said, ••1t's a place where
reverend.
Father Pennett said. ••in a time
,we can get together and pray in
of fragile peace we must use all
_ Sue McClung came to pray
the word of God."
the powers we have to insure
for a better world · without
Another vigil is planned for
-peace. We forget the power of nuclear_arms.
November 7 at the beginning of
prayer,"
"I came here to express my
the National Week of
The vigil, like scores of beliefs openly about peace,"
Education, according to Rev.
_others held that day
she said. "If _a lot of :peopte
David Grainger, director of the
~hrou_g hou.t the country, came here today _they · would
United Campus Ministry. This
_ mcludmg one in Manchester •
feel unified and be able to
is a nationwide organization
where 1,000 people- attended,
change what they don't like
aimed at educating the public
honored the Feast Day of
We students ca~ on the causes and threats of
politics.
about
·
of
Francis
peacemaker St.
make our presenc~ felt. We
nuclear war.

-,t
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( continued from page 3 )_

The bfg~est problem facing
the paper 1s a lack of structure
·and organization, said Parker.
"The Advocate - will never
work until you have a clear
definition of roles. It needs a
leader," he said. "Talk to those
people on · Wednesday (after
producation night). Eve-ryone's
burned out. There~s no reason
why they should be ·there afte.r
11 o'clock. With effective
leadership they would not be "
'
he said. ·
Fauske became Editor-inChief after the resignation of
William Pitts last monlh and
because_ "'n?, one else applied
for the Job, he said.
He disagrees with the tight
structure that Parker insists on
and believes organizatiot1 of
the Advocate . should be
"loose."
"It should be loose to the
extent that, within thefr job
description, people do what
they want," he said . - "A
magazine needs freedom tQ let

· items with Student Press
the creative genius flow."
Parker, whose function is to money Fauske said. '
confer with student organiza"Even if there was no abuse ·
t_ions using SAFO funds, said
there's a lot of financial abuse of line items last year we still
said.
adding to the money problems wo-uld have overspent,"he
The change to a biweekly
of the paper and "not a lot of
publication ~HI mean a change
control of expenses."
He -said ·when one issue went in the character of the
to print, the front page was not Advocate to a more magazinedelivered to the printer's with like format. Instead of the
the rest 'of the copy. When current 16 pages the
informed . of this Fauske publication wiH expand to 24
arran·ged for delivery by paying pages.
however, does not
· for a cab to Biddeford, Mairie feelParker,
the paper adheres enough
at a cost of $50.
commuter
"They don't ' care what it t9 the ne~ds of the
could they
think
"I
student.
costs to put out the Advocate,"
Parker said, adding that some improve on it,"he said. "I'd like
less costly alternatives must to see · them pounding the
pavement more."
have existed.
Fauske claims the format
According to Fauske the cab ·
will allow the Advocate
change
fare was necessary. "We've got
to fulfill its constitution.
to have a front page."
"Commuter students are
But both Fauske and Deneen
admitted there had been a lot of · students, too. What happens ·
abuses, particularly . of the . on campus often affects them
phone.system. In addition, staff as it affects people who live on
members were buying personal campus," he said. · ·

WRITERS!!

We can give you experience at
The New Hampshire. ·

FRIDAY, October 7
-

.,

PARENT'S WEEKEND
PLANT SALE: Memorial Union, IO a.m.-5 p.m.
NEW HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR: Albert
Fishlow, Professor of Economics., University of California At
Berkeley will discuss "Causes and :Consequences of Latin America's
Great Depression of the I980's. ".forum Room, Dimond Library, 4-. '
. _
·
.
.
,
6p.m. .
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: . "Children of Chan-g e." Betty
Roberts examines the relationships between-adults and their aging
parents. To· register contact the Division of Continuing Education;-·
· :.
862:.2015. Berkshire room, New England Center, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: The Fantastiks, a musical by Tomones and flarvey Schmidt. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
SOLD OUT.
SA TUR DAY, October 8
PARENT'S WEEKEND
WILDCAT VOLLEYBALL CLASSIC: - Harvard, · MIT, Boston
CAllese . . University of Maine-Farinin.2ton. University of New
Hampshire. Lundholm Gym, Field House, -9 a.m.
PLANT SALE: Memori~I Union, 10 a/ m/ -5 p.m.
BASEBALL: vs. Lowell. Brackett Field, 12 noon.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: The Fantastiks. Johnson Theater, Paul
. .
.
Art's, 8 p.m : SOLD OUT,.

SUNDAY, October 9
.
PARENT'S WEEKEND
FIELD HOCKEY: vs. West 'Chester. ·M~rriorial.Field,' ti a.m.
MUSO FILM: "Picnic." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 &
.
.
9:30 p.m . Admission $1.
UHN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERT: Johnson Theater,
.
_
-. _, -· · ~- · "-·
Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

J Uf SDAY ; October}tS:_~

,· ~,:~;-~:;:;-

\.f;~~

;e

SOCCER: vs. Holy Cross. Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. Providence. Field House Tennis Courts,
. .
3:30-p.m.
FACULTY RECITAL: Trio, Edwards, piano; Mann, violin; and
·
·
·
Veal, cello. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

• j

•, ._.~n.H: PRlitTUJORKS .
-

Hats, J.ptes, golf shirts, sweatshirts
-~

f ..J_"

,"..,,..;l

Busi n~sses,, 9~
~·· .·•_

··••,;,~ .. , :l·

✓-

:'\3rt}arf ·?afio ns ·: ~-;:--:,

_.~.~~--- ... -?-\.,:

.-_. ·•-. _"', .

Many styles a~ai f~b_i:e··"
Nq order too Sm.a u .
.., . "a,,: _,. . .-

.· ;,3431 ~tafay~~fo R·oad Peter C. Greider

603-1_3 1-8391 · --~

Due to .problems enco~ntered on the printing press~the 1983 Granite will
be delivered one week later th~n expected. 'fheefore ... you may pick up
your book at'·the foilow.ing tir,ies ·and pla~e: ·

Seniors ... \\! edne_sday·, October· 19th
I I :00 to 2:00 or 5:00 to 7:00 .
Juniors: Sophomores ... Thursday, Oct. 20t,h
I I :00 to 2:00 or 5:00 to 7:00
or
Friday, Oct. 21th
I0:00 to 2:00
Bring a UNH Student ID & $5.00 to the study lounge, top
· floo.r.-of the MU B ( one book per students): The I 983 yearbook
may be picked up by undergraduates only.

.~

;." Portsmouth , N.H.· 03801
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CHEMICA L DEPENDE NCY PREVENT ION
DAY: Sponsored by Alcohol Advisory Committee
In-Service Training. Series of presentations on
a11d
.
please_,
members
All
MEETING:
ALPHA ZETA
health risk reduction, problem identification~
attend. Monday, October 10, ·Room 202, Ken'dall, ·
· intervention, treatment and -services. Tuesday,
6:30 _p.m. Please note meeting was changed from
. October 11, Memorial Union. Through-ou t the
Oct. 11 to Oct. 10.
day. Call 862-1987 for more information.
ALCOHOL SURVEY PART II : Alcohol
ATHLETIC S A~D RECREAT ION
Education Program sponsored by Health
Education Center. Discussion of resu.I.ts from
INTRAMU RAL JOGGING MARATH ON:
part I survey. Results will lead to further,
Alcohol
Monday
Sports.
l
Recreationa
by
Sponsored
through Friday, October IO to 14 and October 17 · more in-tuned Alcohol Education prngrams:
to 21, New Hampshir~ Hall Track. 4 to 6 p.m. No . Tuesday, October 11, Phi .M.u, _8 p.m:
pre-registration necessary. For more information,
see your sports manager or call Rec Sports 862.
2031.
GENERAL
INTRAMU RAL MEN'S . AND WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL: Sponsored by .. Recre_atioiial
VICTIMS OF RAPE ANDSEXU ALASSAU LT
Sports. Team entries due Monday, October 10,
SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored by Counseling
Room 151; Field House. Schedules available,
and Testing Center. Tuesday, October 11,
Friday October 14. Play begins Monday evening.
Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield House,
.Ocotber 17.
· 12:30 to 2 p.m. For more information , call Ellen
Becker, 862-2090.
CAREER
NONTRAD ITIONAL STUDENT CENTER
HOURS: Information , referral, study area, lounge
MUB INEORMATlON TABLE: Sponsored by
and meeting rooms at Underwood House, 17
Career Plann'ing and Placement. For students who
Rosemary Lane. Monday and Tuesday, IO a.m. to
find it difficult to schedule regular appointmen ts.
5 p.m.; Wednesday and Thursday, 10 a.m. -to 5
Monday, ·october IO, Balcony Table, Memorial
p.m.; Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Union, I:30 to _3:30 p.m. ·
MINIFEST : Sponsored by Minidorms. Live
INTERVIE WING TECHNIQ UES WORKmusic, food, games and fun. Saturday, October 8,
SHOP:Spo nsored by Career Planning and
Mini.d orm Circle, noon _to 6 p.m.
Placement. Video. tape, lecture and discussion
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Picnic". Sunday,
sessions to help students prepare for employment
October 9, Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7
interviewing. Tuesday, October 11, Forum Room,
and 9:30 p.m. Admission:$!
Library, Noon.
SOCIAL WORK MEETING: Sponsored by
JOB-H UNTIN·G SUPPOR T GROUP:
Social Service Committee. For all interested
Sponsored by Career Planning And Placement
students.,meet faculty and students, bring bag
and Counseling And Testing. Six week group for
lunch. Monday, October 1.0, Belknap/ Carroll
seniors. Peer ·support during the job hunting
Room, Memorial Union, noon.
process. Thursdays, October 20, to December l,
LANDLO RD/TEN ANT WORKSH OP :
1983, Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield
Sponsored by Student Legal Services. Workshop
House, 4 to 6 p.m. For more information, call
is open discussion with legal services on such·
Career Planning and Placement, 862-2010.
questions as "Will my landlord evict me for making
a reques~ to repair my sink"; "How to get your
CLUBS AND ORGANIZ ATIONS
security deposit back." Wednesday, October 12,
·
Senate Room, MemoriaJ Union, 7 to 9 p.rn.
SIMULAT ION GAMES CLUB MEETING:
Dungeons and Dragons . .New members, vistors
· OPEN AUDITION S .FOR "THE TAM.ING OF
and novices welcome. Friday, October 7 and
THE SHREW": Spor;isored by University Theater,
Saturday, October 8, Hillsoborough/ Sullivan
Paul Creative Arts Center. Open to all students
·
Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m.
and the community. Monday, October 17 and
SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY MEETING: ' Tuesday, October 18, Johnson Theater, Paul
Discuss fund raising projects and other activities.
Creative .Arts Center, 7:3Q p.m. Production is .
Monday, October IO, Senate Roorri Memorial
scheduled for Semester II, only a few rehearsals l
.
. .
.
. Union 6 p.m:
be held this semester. See University Theater
will
"MOUTH" ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING:
bulletin board (lower level, PCAC) for details.
who
Anyone
Magazine.
"Mouths"
by·
Sponsored
TUG OF WAR ON CANCER: Sponsored by
would like to contribute articles to "Mouths", a
Hitchcock Hall. A womens event between all
political fornrifr-1cf.~ ttfl5ate; is encouraged to attend.
dorms and sororities on campus. All
women
· Tuesday, October 11, HillsbC?rough Room,
proceeds go to American Cancer Society;--p.m.
8:30
to
7:30
Union,
Memorial
Saturday, October 29, Lower Quad, Area 11,
outside, noon.
, HEALTH SERVICES
PEACE STUDY & WIT.N ESS GROUP: We will
evaluate our prayer vigel, discuss the Euromissles;
HEALTH SERVICES TOUR -PARENT S
plan for the Week Of Education, November 5and
.Education
WEEKEND : Sponsored by .Health
is a meeting at Catholic Student Center
There
12.
Center. Saturday, October 8, Hood House, 2 to 3
October 9th at 6:00 to 8:30 p.m.
Sunday,
on
p.m. Guided by Steve Dieleman.

,_ •·one in 10 adults are
alcoholics.
A bartending demonstra tion -~akoholic ," he said. "We have
between sessions . w i I.I many students and staff whose
demonstra te proper .use .of pare:nfs are alcoholics and this
alcohol in mixing drinks. This can have really negative effects
presentatio n will be made by on ··the · developm ent of
Kathleen Gildea-Din zeo, a part children. There:are very uniq·ue
time assistant to the Alcohol concerns that growing up in the
Advisory Committee . It will -home o(aRakoh olic presents."
Dieleman stressed that · this
incluqe tips on pa-rty planning_
· ••is ·one of the first
conference
and
problems
to · prevent
understand ing the immediate · that . I've seen where it is
effects of drinking alcohol, recognized that · some drinking
· is appropri ate. Students
Dieleman said.
perceive the administra tion as
also
·will
Gildea-D inzeo
present a demonstra tion in the being anti-alcoh ol and this is
late afternoon on mixing exotic simply not true."
. The conference is part of an
non-alcoho lic drinks. Samples
year lo·ng UNH ..
on-going
will be available.
The conference will stress the alcohol · education program
importan ce oJ drinking Dieleman said. Their next
project is Chemical People Day
responsibly .
.. People come · to campus on Nov. 9. T his will deal with
with d e f i nit e · d r i n k i n g chemical dependenc y probhis to ries, '" Pieleman said. lems.
· Registratio n is encourage d
"Differen t people develop
dependenc ies and patterns and available up to and
-which . are dangerous to them including the · day of the
and others even before they .conference . Those interested in
c0me here . We wa·n t to try to attending should contact
Dieleman atHealthS erivcesin
· reduce the destruct' ive
Hood House or In-Service
·
·
drinking."
A "unique" feature of the Training at the Dunlap Center
conference ·is the seminar for in Lee. All day attendance is
sons and daughter s of not required and admission is
free.
alcoholics , Dieleman Said.
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Resume Services also

Campus CQpy 47 Main St. 868-2450 ·

9th Annual Durham Day Care

RllfflmA,GE SALE
-=

.Saturday , October -8th from IO a.m. til 2 p.m.
Located in Wilderne ss Trails Parking Lot. I
I terns include furniture , clothing, housewa res, et.

Uni versi ty of New Hampshire .

celebrit~ Series 1983-84
SUN DAY NIGH T IN THE MUB PUB IT'S ...

STUDENT DJ 118HTI.
Come see one of your fellow classmates play .
~-~----.;,;..._---=_a__,,11 the tunes you lov_e to hea....r_!___~----=__,
i

j.

This week:
•

.1

DOUD lUriaht "-" ---' j

American Repertory Theatre presents

Tbe scbool f~r Scandal
8 p.m.; Saturday, October 15
Johnson Theater, Pau+ Arts Cent~r, Durham

Sponsored by ~ , . ·
"'

General Tic'kets $8, Faculty & Staff $7
UNH & NH High ~~hool Students & Sr. Citizens $6
Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290 ·
10 a .m .-4 p.m. , Monday-Fri<;tay ·

r

1

Re\1• ·Jesse Jackson
-b rings out·the vote ....

Photos by Jim Millard
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THURSD AY
10 a m 8 p m
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FRIDAY
·10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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2
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ONLY
CLEA RAN CE

Brand.Ne w Factory Fresh Merchand ise*
NIKKO

BASF PRO II-DO

TURNTABLE

·a11n1cem111a

Belt-Drive

Semi.-Auto ·

FM •LUBOUT
PERSONAL RADIO

Below org.
Dealer Cost
. NOW

$69

12.69

wllll

TEAC , .

11HBI HEADPIDIEI

CAR

BOOSTER

AIPURER

s10.m

with 40 watt

Power Output

Rig. Price BOO

· List' Price 1240.00

$169.00

'SPECIAL

lndash AM/FM
Cassette, Push Buttons

aw~-··

NOW

·.

$149.

INOASH AM/FM -CASSETTE with AUTO

STE EO CASSETTE
R DECK Reg . mo.oo

MUSIC SELECT SYSTEM

S89.00

NOW

S109.00 .

50 PIECE FLATWARE

CAO STEREO

____...............

CARTRIDGE

1.I

·

s199.00

PAIR

COUPON

·

AM/FM CAR ATENNA

I
I

. ______ _

Ia

3-Wly
r Speaker:

NOW

pr:

$2.00

Ant 5l\ People
with coupon

I
I

S5 u.

8X9

$50,00 Value

,-------NOW

Just

. DELUXE ELLIPTICAL

-11'11 12" WGatlr

IMPRESSIVE 4-WAY HOME SPEAKER SYSTEM
WITH LARGE 12-INCH WOOFER, MIDRANGE
· AND TREBLE CONTROLS, AND PROTECTIVE
ClRCUIT. ON-LY STEREO IMPORTERS CAN OFFER.
. THIS INCREDIBLE BUY, BACKED BY A FULL 1YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY!!!
FANTASTIC SAVINGS - A FRACTION OF THEIR
ORIGINAL PRICE!!
ONLY.

$99.

EA CH

SANYO PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDER
AC/DC Opentlon s·lg_ll)· Fo~ All Um
· TELEPHONES - Why Pay Rent? .

Starlite Rotary Wall Phones
Fit Almost
..
10-Number Memory Units
· Areywhere - 700 Ft. Range Cordless Telephones

.NOW .

Ai,g. Pra S738.

BACK-

8lll'ID Player/lllcanlW

...

\

\.

-■oo

. DECK

Audio
Tech-

wtlll Dalby

GAMMON

NOW

nics

179.00

FULLSIZE BOARD

PHONES

Indoor-Outdoor u·se

Reg. Price

fOV $29.(1)

saa.oo
PAIR

$9.95
$29.00
$39.00
$79.00

ANO MIDI. Mt.CH MORE FROM GTE. MLIIA AND MORE!

Prafaato,nal Slarao
Graphic Equalizer
Improve .Your
Home Stereo

NOwS59.00

JENSEN
HOME SPEAKERS

NOW

OD

$79.00
PIONEER
COMPONENT

STEREO
HEADPHONES

.2-Way Home Speaker
with 8" Woofer
Reg. Price S368 Pair
EACH
~ow

Start~From
pair

$5.w

149.00

PORTABLE
STEREO-TQ-60 Personal walkabout
FM/Cassette Player
with Headphones
Super Special!! $39.IIJ

KENWOOD
Famous Computerized
· Hi-Speed Digital Stereo
Receiver
Factory Spe.ciaf.l

Reg. s1~.00
SALE PRICE

lndash Cir Slarao

$39.00 ·

AM/FM Radio ·
with Cassette Player

lrlsh

-Low
Famous· 3-way $y-stem "Noise C-00
SPECIAL PURCHASE Cassettes · :
SAU 99C EACH
SALE. -■IIJ EACH

lloldlllr
Cir Sino '
AM/FM
Radio with
Call8III

NOW

129.00

HOLIDAY-INN .
.·aoo Woodbury Ave.
Portsmou th, NH ~_

Fader

:

Reg. $29.00

S9.00

Car

Equalizer with

--------

CONVERTER
· SAVE NOW!

$219.

' fl) Witt :7-Band

CAR STEREO
FM

cash .* visa * me * approved checks * "we back what we sell" .
.'

NOW

S12.00

FACTORY SPEAKER__CLOSEOUT

IPEAKERI · · Pushbutton Universal Models .

Reg, Price _
$39.00

:;:lww/

PIONEER
COMPONENT

Sl.99

HOME CASSEm - ·

. Price

TECH NICS

4-WI Hen,

119.95

$200.00

. · · JogliS

. · Auto Reverse
Base ·& Trebi,le

Reg . $270.00

SANYO

Great for

. SANYO CAR STEREO

,._
·r.ponem

,.... Sino Caaall Player wllll - ~
NOW

Blank

Cassette

r.on11111 Telephone
_AM-FM
HEADPHONE - RA~IO . 700 Fl Remote Range

~~ :CASSETTE
AM/FM with DOLBY

WhHe Thel.last! . ,:

· $19.00

COMPANION CASSEm
. .

,___.....__ ·3> watts/Channel
· Stereo
Reg: Price

Quality

~ :flOAifSTAR

Home Siano
AM/FM RECEIVER

SET FOR 8

S19.00

.-1129.00 ·

$)99

sHARP~tc1Au

CLOSEOUT!

S49

Rag. Price li0.00

OPTONICA Ampllfler

.

TDK

NOW

NOW

Famous Cassette
Deck w/Dolby

w / Auto Reverse
NOW

Rig. Price S50.00

TOSHIBA
·HIGH QUALITY

FUJITSU - TEN

R!a.°~!~Y

Sl 9.00

........
WALKABOUT

AM/F.M Sbno Radio -90-MINUTE

Alg.$120

NOW

Rag. Price $11.00
Tap
NOW
Quality
·
Home
Cassette Deck
Special Price

100 WATT
\IN SPEAKER
3 way Box Speaker

-

· Price $150.00

SALE PRke $69.00

·

SPONSORED BY

STEREO IMPORTERS
862 Albany-Shaker Road
~Latham, New York

........

-flcllry Rlcllldlllill-.
Fully WlrnMld

~· ----<~-----------..-JA' CKSON--.-.---------------~
,---■--...------~~
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( continued from page 1)
· by only 182.()00 votes dawn of life, its poor people in
states
The
of
. Peter Dun.fey,
Democratic Student Organiza- and in those states alone there the pit of life, and i,ts old people
tion (sponsors of the Jackson · are · over three million in the sunset of life," Jackson
said.
visit)' .said they had contacted · unregi.stered .blacks.
Jackson said for every
Jackson said he would like to
officials at the town office
weeks ago in an attempt to forqi a "rainbow coalition "of generation "it's imp~rative to
;arrange for registratiop at th~ _ vote~s.· The coaliton wo~ld __ ach~eve greatness." In the fifties

· away the right to dream," he
primaries but also first in voter
said . . We must continue to
participation.
dream .of a world without
"We intend to have a live
hunger, predjudice~ or poverty
student' movement." he s::i.iti
and then "spend our adult lives ·
. Students accused Durham
fighting for our . dreams,"
registration officials of being
·
sa.id.
Jackson
s~id,
Jacks_on
·
uncooperative.
"Voter registrars. are supposeo
to aggressively recruit voters." .
Jackson said concerning the
rec-• • •
Jackson said, the tie up in
planned deployment of US
registration was reminiscent of
missiles in Europe, "We must
the sixties when teenagers
choose negotiation over
couldn't vote. Yesterday,
deployment and choose delay ·
Jackson said, '"We need not
over deployme.nt."
explode through riots, nor
equal
for
worked
students
of
boundaries
the
overcome
s,
William_
speech.
· Jackson
implode .through drugs ... we
Jacks-on said if we continue
howev€r, told the crowd he was · ra~e, sex, and poverty. The rights. "That genertion was
have the right to vote."
coalition would not be a third great for it served its present the arms race, we will go
that
requestto
ofany
aware
not
"Yo.u've taken the first step
party but rather a· "progressive age,'" he said. In the sixties beyond human verification, the
in learning how the system · effect.
wing of the Democratic Party," students worked for the right to hot line will become obsolete as
said,
Jackson
speech,·
his
In
works," Jackson · said while
vote and protested "that well as the . U .N. Security
said.
he
register,
·
don't
you
"when
talking to students after the
. ''It would ·force Presidential Godless, unjustified war in Council.
you 're doing less than your
march, outside of Town Hall.
:.
best...nobody has the right to candidates to face the issue of Vietnam, ·· said Jackson.
Assista_nt . ,ninori,t y~ whip do less than their best."
,economic fnjustice," Jackson · "Since then . we've produced
"Americans are much too
Rep. James Demer·~said it i~-up _ ' He said i·n the 1980 election~ ·said. ·
too many students who are la1id insensitive to·: the . nuclear
to individual towns whether ot the unregistered voters were .
"In some sense you measure back . plastic world observers, · threat," he said.:
not .they require a proof of President Reagan's allies. the greatness of a nation by not participants," he said. !
t
c.itizfnship to register to vote.
~- Reagan won eight · southerIJ ____how it treats its children in tb.e___ "We rriust n~ver · nego~i~te
.~

we'i,e produced too many students who are
laid back, plastic wo·r ld obseri,ers,- not
·
participants," J ·a ckson said.

l1

- - - - - - - - - - . . . - - - - -,RODGERS2)

:
~

----------------

f

. (continued from page

;;

The s~nsation of the .beauty.of the area created by
the film has caused an influx of sumrrier residents
and tourists. Rodgers feeis the people lack respect
for their surroundings 'as many a·re from the inner
.
cities.
"They just leave their ga.rbage and beer cans to
float around on the lake," he said. "They're
polluting the water with all those motor boats."
He said that Squam Lake (the real name of
"Golden Pond") and neighboring Lake
Winnepasaukee are among the fastest aging lakes in
·
·
the area.
What were once pure;, clear waters-are now filfing
in with s~diments and pollution .. Acid Rain js also
causing problems in the lakes and ' is 'killing

,
/
. multitudes of fish.
." Remember in the movie how they were chasing
this huge munga rainbow trout? And when they
finally reeled it in? Well, thatlakedoesn'teven have
·
that kind of fish."
He said the film makers must have gotten "soine
numb. fish frorri a hatchery, ~tuck it on the end of the
line and made it wriggle around a bit. I think it was
· alre.ady dead when they pulled it out, they just made
·
it look squirmy."
It is people's callousness that irks Rodgers the
most. His favorite hobby is fishing, and he's tired of
seeing dead fish floating around with hooks still
·
caught in their mouths. .
· · "It's just _p lain crll~l._". he said.
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Hot fresh -b agels right out of the oven!
Where _can you try-this new taste sensation?

••
•

~~HEWORLD
IS
YOUR
CAMPUS

•
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••

At the BAGELRY, :

••

.•••

of course .

..

•

~-❖

•··\. f

••

··• ~~-.-~

TWO AROUND-THE-WORLD
SAILINGS EACH YEAR

We bake twice dailycome in between 7 and 8 a.m.

Adult
Education
Programs
also
. available ·

and ask for a wann one-

you'll soon be hooked! ·

Departs in January from Ft. Lauderdaie,
Flori~a; with stops in South ·America,
Africa, South Asia and the Orient. Departs Se~~le
in September with stops in the Orient, South Asia,
the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

It's our own style of magic,
--:--"")

·

'

S~onsored by the Universi_ty of Pittsburgh. Semester at Sea offers students.a superior full
semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester, full
credit. exper~ence is available to qualified students from all ac~redited colleg_es and
universities.

'

bagel magic ...

More than _60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading un_iversities. augmented by visiting area experts . .

Tiie Bagelry
Durham Shopping Center

O~tional tours. incl1:1ding special tours into the ,People's Republic of China. available.

868-1424
Mon.-Sat. 7am~9pm
Sun. 8am-9pm

.

Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color. race or creed . The S.S. Universe is
fully air-conditioned. 18.000 tons. registered in Liberia and built in America:.

..

•
·•
••
••

.

··················· ··················· ········-·

a

Rodgers alsb enjoys hunting and -believes it
necessity • in i keeping down pqpulations that
.
threaten themselves_with their OWi) abundance.
That is not !the case with the bobcat. Being so ·
scarce its v~lut has increased, end*ngering it_eve.n
•
·
•J
more.
Rodgers ho~es that the results frbm surveys such
as the bobcati) snowshoe hare study will influence
decisions mate ~n the legisla tur~ regarding t_he
length ·of · quntmg seasons aJ!d the .momes
designated fo fprotect endangered species.
Unfortunately, he said, it all depends on how the ·
politicians are feeling on a given day.
"But sometimes they listen to us,"he added, "and
that makes it all worthwhile."

Financial aid is available to qualified students

Representative will be in the MUB at lunch this week .

_\
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Summer is over, and'sb is the
big car stereo buying s~a_SC)n.
a
result, Tweeters car stereo prices are
falling.faster than the leaves. So if
you want to save on New Eng lands
best selection of quality car stereo, .
.come to Tweeter now.

As

Alpine 3518 40-watt-per-chanr:,el power amp

· KENWOOD ON SALE!
Kenwood KRC-2100 AM/FM stereo cassette
pfayer with push-button tuning, ANRCII noise
reduction
Kenwood KRC-3100 AM/FM stereo cassette
player with digital push-button tuning, seek,
ANRCII NR
.

Alpine 6216 4-inch two-way door-mount
speakers
,· ·
ADS 300i two-way speakers (same speakers as
300CC but in flush-mount design)
$229 pr

$169
$259

:b ~ ----:.-1~;-):, 'CS~

, ,_

'~

~

' :is;;,_ ' 8Slll

~

' ,,

Kenwood KRC-7100 AM/FM stereo cassette
player with digital push-button tuning, Dolby and
. ANRCII NR
$339
Kenwood KAC-50115-watt-per-channet power .
amplifier
·
$69

ADS P-80 40-watt-per-channel power
amplifier

$229

ADS P-120 60-w.att-per-channel power
amplifier
·

$289

. Alpine 6236 5.25-ihch two-way door_.mount
speakers
Al~ine 6205 6.x 9-inch 2-way speakers

$139
$56 pr·
$64 pr
pr·

. $69

Alpine 6217 4-inch two-way speakers with dome · _
tweeters
.
.
$88 pr
Alpine 6207 5.25-inch two-way speakers with dome
tweeters
.
.
.
_
$104 pr

ALPINE ON SALE!
~lpine 7150 AM/FM stereo cassette player with
auto-reverse
Alpine 7128 AM/FM stereo cassette player
with digital push-button tuning, "bi-level"
capability
·

SYSTEMS ON SALE!

$149

·$239

Alpine 7138 AM/FM stereo cassette player with
digital tuning, digital clock, Dolby NR
$279
Alpine 7136 AM/FM stereo cassette player with
digital tuning, "lite touch" control keyboard,
Dolby NR
$369

Proton P202A AM/FM stereo cassette player with
Sch.otz tuner, Dolby NR; f>roton P222 22-watt-perch.anneLamp.; Boston Acoustics C700 two-way ·
speakers. Very high performance.
$499

Alpine 7155 AM/FM stereo.cassette player-.li~e _ .
7136 but for smaUer cars
· ·
- .· $369
Alpine 300618-wattper-channel booster
amp
$57

Nakamichi TD-1200 mobile tuner/cassette deck
with Dolby B&C NR, auto azimuth correction, digital tuning; Nakamichi PA-300 70-watt-per-channel
amp; Nakamichi SP-400jhree-wa y speakers. $1995

SECURITY ON $ALE!
Kenwood KFC~103 4-inch dual-cone
door-mount speakers
$42

pr

Kenwood KFC-1630 6.5-inch two-way .
door-mount speakers
$49 pr
Kenwood KFC-6910 6 x 9-inch three-way
speakers
"$99 pr

PROTON ON SALE!
Proton 22222-watt-per-chanriel amp

Bensi Boxes Lets you quickly and simply
remove in-dash cassette/receiver for safe
storage in trunk or briefcase.
with purchase of any ~n-dctsh stereo unit 25% OFF

$129

ADS ON SALE!
ADS 200CC mini two-way speakers in·
cabinets

$199pr

. ADS 300CC mini two-way speakers (slightly larger
than 200CCs) ·
$259 pr

IF YOU BUY YOUR CAR
SYSTEM FROM AND HAVE IT INSTALLED BY
. TWEETER, WE DOUBLE THE LENGTH OF
REGULAR MANUFACTU RERS'
WARRANTIES !

SOME-QUANTITIES LIMITED
SALE ENDS SUNDAY
OCTOBER 16TH

weeteef-cr ·■
The Lard of the Chosen Few .

520 Amherst.St., N·ashua 880-7300

Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627-4600

Fox Run Mall,. Newir:1gton 431-9700
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COLUMBL(S -DAY SPE<;IA-L·- ~-

-HONORS - - - - - - (continued from page 3)
The intermediate committee b e c a u s e-· o f t h e a d d e d
·•will explore levels and points manpower and money it will
where the honors , program · entail in some departments ,"
could be easily realized ," James James said.
said. This committee has not
Haaland said he thinks the
been a11:nounced -yet, but their program will receive
'lot of
task will probably include faculty support.
•·examining the old proposal,
UN H last had an honors
looking at what · the - Forq program from · 1960 to 1970 .
Foundation did, and deciding The Ford Foundatio n
which departmen ts the .provided over a half a million
program could be most dollars for it.
effective in and when."
The Social Science, English ·
Mon~y for the program will
come from ••funds that were set and Music Departments were
aside a few years ago in the included in that honors
program which was run by
Master Plan," Haaland said.
••some:- depart.merit s· wiU · Robert Gilmore, who is now a
suppQrf.,' the ·prog'ral)'l, but ·- History Professor.
••The . program was phased
others wi!} think it's extra wor_k
I

a

out department by department
because of the elitist temper of
the I 960's, Gilmore said.
Another reason the program
ended, he said, was ••.some
administrat ors had trouble
controlling· which classes _
would be included and felt it
complicated their lives". _
James said,·• A lot of schools
already have such a program
because it's important in aiding
academic standards."
A final committee, which _
will run the program, has not
_
._
been decided yet. ··1t will . probably -ind1,icl-e ·, faculty and students, with
re pre sen ta ti ves from each ._-~department,:-'' Haaland said..

'S'H AIRC UTS

~

:{5 Main St.
Dt1rham

Phone
868-7051

Sham /JOO ~111d b/o,r siyli11!-( ,,.\·-/ra

~{ d,,.-.; rnl

ANN OUN CIN G
The supc;· hot p.cw ho;)klct: "What\.-~u Ne~d

T~~ Know.''

This booklet is the condensed -and simplified version of the long thesis which as a
work oh om pre hensivc int_clligc;nsc arialysii;.~as ex plain.c"d,!hC ''UJ.;9,phe-{_l~IJW-non ... .. ',

St: ~~~i~~Iilt~ti ti~~};i ;j;~r;;fJ~~it

Th·e
·New

r..

\~1r. it should be stressed '.thai'iJ r the co~:i~l"~~lid~ n'o1 t>nly"of id~°f:i'ion\ui for the mainienance of our traditio nal freedoms in the U.S,. responsible persons need to
become familiar with the materia l 1n this booklet, I (John Paul Oswald of '
Hampton). as author of the thesis and booklet. have also included s<ime'<iiscussion-based on my fourteen years oflocal investigation--of the lJ FO-Alien\ surve ilance of
_
__
Pease AFB. To, obtai~ the booklet:
Send $3_.00 to .J.P. Oswald at P.O. Box 652. Hampton, N. H. <H842'. or go directly to
Town & Campus. Inc. in Durham. Arrange a free. group meeting with the author.
·-me. simply by writing. or calling 926-6395.

Ham pshi re--.

't:

""'

$5

One day only -_Mo~day, Oct. - lOth --.

Yo·u won 't
be shoc ked
ifyo urea d
•
it 'firs t Ill

I"•

y

:..--..---------......-_-=._____ _____ _____ _____ __...
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OPPORTUNITIES ~OR _

~ ~IP p
(;~ El Gato .
Entertainme nt

SIUdU lbfO ,
·.i.

~

THROUGH THE AMERICAN
UIIVERSITY
The Washington Semester & Study Abroad
Programs of the American University offer semesters in:

Ron Jones Fri. Oct. 7th

Focus,on seminars with politicians and decision-makers in various British political and eccr
nomic institutions. Includes a course on British culture, ·homestays, and internship with members of Parliament
or media organizations.

Twoholbroo k Sat. Oct. 8th

In conjunction with Denmark's International
Study Program at the University of Copenhagen,
the program offers curriculum in General Liberal Arts
or International Business. Homestays or Kollegium.
-Courses in Art, Architecture, Film, Litera- ·
ture, Language, etc. Includes s~minars with decision-makers, _fi_lm personalities, artists, corporate
tives at various sites in and around Rome. Excursions and trips to Greece, Florence, and Pompeii included. _
Apartment living arranged by the.program.
,

·

Focus on the European Community and
NATO. Includes seminars with decision-makers,
homestays, excursions and trips. Internships with
multinational corporations.
Courses are taught in English. Most programs offered in either 1984
Spring Term or 1984 Fall Term.
Similar Programs that focus on_Seminars and Internships are Also Available in
· ·
Washington, D.C. _
For further _Information, contact: Dr. David C. Brown, Dean, Washington
Semester and ·s tudy.Abroad Programs, The American University, Washington,
D.C. 20016

Please rush.me lnformatlon·on the Study Abroad Programs.

Mexica n & Americ ~n Food ·
Hours 11 :30-2:00 lunch
4:30-9:00 dinner

N a m e = - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - -Addre•s= - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --------- ,Phone:

Phone
868-9691

City - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - State: _ __ _ ZIPcode: _ _ __

Program Interests Olmlt of two, please~

· Entertai nment Tues. thru Sat.

j
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(con_~in~~d;- fp:o ~ pJ1g.e·,-'l }, ,:,
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.. sexual cont;:3.ct through the use
of force, threatened force or a
weapon; . wit.h our ~onsent. _as
inferred . (rom refusal,
hel,plessness, or·· incapacifa..:
..
UNH.
·
tion."
That mearis one out of eleven
"Sexual assault is · so
pervasive a problem that women · were assaulted. · Of
anything done to con:ect it will these, 7 percent were reported
not be effect.ive i_n solving it for to the police. .
·
"Women are taught to accept
years," said Schroeder. ·
.-..irp·· ;7:0(f& 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, October 9
raise harrassment. _Men .are taught
is
do
can
we
"All
-~ · Admission: $1 .00
Strafford Room
issues," .she saia. "YOU d~ri't it's OK . to call out things at
MUB
change p_eople by . insulting women, to whistle at them.
·
them." ·
That's a long way from rap·e but
A 1979 study dope -at -the that's where rape starts. ltjust,~
An exceHent cast i·t fthedilm Vers-ion oh :,, ..
University of Rhode . Island depends on that one mart as to'
William l_nge's pl~W ~e,t_jn sf]laU-town .
9 perc~nt of the how fat_it will go."
reveale~
Ka'n§as. SfarHng \~irlilim Ff~1de-n; Susa~;;,,This UNH student was q1ped
undergraduate - women _ were
, ·S trasoery,; l<im Novak»·anchHosa~i:n.d~-Ri.issell.-·
sexually assaulted whjle· they during the second semestef\:>f
i"·:-.
~;:.!: ~-~- ..... ?--_~:-•·.,::-.p--~.. · ..;_.
·-:?;· ...-£: , ~~';.-~.
=.-<-::"
~(t~~- ."":·._-'I.::.:. ·
URL
were
her freshman yeat, two years
. .
..
The definition of sexual ago.
·• People don't want to believe
assault used in t_he survey was
a rape ca:n_happen. They always
want · ·some reason why and
there is no reason. Acquaintance rape is even harder to
bring 01=1t because you do know
·
the person," she said;
It's even .harder to .win in
court because · sorpeone · you
know isn't going to rape you,
that'~just accepted. They think
it may have been a· misunderstand-ing. That the women
didn't really say no, she kind of
·
asked for it."
People think it's only these
scruffy criminals hanging· ou·t
in s-Ieazy bars that are rapists
and that's not true. Any male is
_a potential rapist," .she said.
"For a year: after it happened
I was very negative~ towards
men in general. It _ ni'ined
relationships. I 'just couldn't
with them. It really helped
deal
care 9£ sophisticated •.,...___
In most jobs, 22 .
that I talked to a male RA.
q,equipment worth
~ - ~J/l
That,',s what r:ea-ll:y,changed-m~
you're .near the bottom
towards ·not olaming afl
sooner
dollars.
of
.millions
of the ladder.
·
men;"
It's a bigger chalIn the Navy, at
"I remember the first time I
lenge and a lot more
22 you can be a leader.
went to talk with him. He had a
policy, - whenever - s·omeone
than
responsibility
t
\f,
Aftet
with him he would clost
talked
give
corporations
most
--·-~-,-"'....
of le'if~ership
1 .....:,;~~
the door and lock it because
you at 22. The rewards
you're an offic~r. Yqu'U
everybody used to just walk
. right into the room and when it
are bigger, too. There's
· have the kii(cl:) f
was locked they'd go away. He
.a comprehensive package of benefits,
your educatig~ and .training prepared
closed the door and I froze,
including special duty pay. The starting
you for, -aritli:tiiie d·edsion-tnaking au, then he J-ocked i( and I went
berserk. I just ran out of the
thority yoµ p.eed _to make the most of it. salary is $17,000-more tha·n ·most com,_
room and he didn't know what
panies would pay you right out of college.
As a·college graduate and officer
up. I don't know if I'll ever
was
After four years, with regular promo- · ✓
candidate, your Navy training is geared
· be totally comfortable in a
to making you leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
room with a male, _the feelings
_. a~e st~.red a w~y but they're still
have increased to as much as $31,000.
camp. Instead, you receive professional
. there, she said. ·,,
As a Navy officer, ·you grow, through
training to help you build the technical
"I know "I Will never be
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
and management skills you'll ne:e d a
completely over it, but
· everybody has horribly badand new opportunities
·Navy officer.
341
things thaY happen in i~eir life
to advance your eduw
. This training is
ana you have .to accept 1t, deal
cation, including the
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
designed to instill .
'Vith it, and put it away,., she
possibility of ·attending
D l'm ready to take charge. Tull me moFe about
confidence by first- ,
said ... , still do think about i-t
(00)
tbe Navy's officer programs.
in awhile. I really hate this
once
whileschool
graduate
Nam - .
hand experience. Ymi -_
person. I never thought I could
t
t
I you're in the Navy.
(Please Print) pt.~ LaS
i ;~fr.ire~~ ; FirS
learn 'by doing. On
hate anybody. I never knew
what hate was until this
b BDon't justNtake a
_
p
i
Z
t
.
State
Ci,~y _., ,, _·,
~ you~ first sea ~our,
happened and now I know .
JO .. . ecome a avy
you re :espons1bl~. for .: ;_ 1 :'. ~g~tCollege/.University_ _-"---,,....--·'
what hate is."
officer, and take charge.
t
managing the work of . ;Year in Colleg.,__ _ _ _ ♦GP
Today she is no longe-'r
Even at 22.
- .
·
up.to'3() men and th~ -;r>t.• ~ajoriM_i~o
· "'· + running out -of rooms, but ha's
.
-become in v o Ive d w i t 'h
Phone Num-ber
Best Time to Call
(Area Code)
'.
\
counselling assault victims and
Thfs is for ge11eral recruitment information. You dQ not have to fur' encouraging the use of th.e
, k~tw~{e °.!.;~eJ~~::;nh!i;ntod~~;;;:g;e~iecki~d~·oWfa~r~o:t
escort service.
"It's not just at UNH, it's
everywhere," Schroeder said.
· "It's part of the fabric. of
·
everyd~y life."
.. But . rape at UNH is kept
confidential from the public.
.Figures were not available
from SHARP representativc:s
or from the Counseling and
Testing Ce_nter on the µumber
of rapes that occur eacl;t year on _
.
·q1mpus.
'However, Schroeder insists
tpe U n_iversi(y administr~tion
is. ahead of other institutions in
rec_o gnizipg rape. They do not
shield . the problem from
candid&tes interviewing a,t the
Admi.s-si o,ns Office. for
.
'
·_example.
"'l do believe .they have to·be
commended for that, "she said.
According to Capt. Roger
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Beaudoin of ·-· tJ•NH · -Public
Safetv he has no estimate of the
nu,mber of rapes . that go
unreported and _ if rape _ is
actually on an.· increase at
0
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------SALARIES-----· ·said. Hoff. ••we·re falling
behind our neighbors. After
awhile~ it eats at you."
In a salary survey done for
1981 -82 the salaries of tenuretrack UNH faculty (instructors,- assistant professors,
associate professors al)d full
professors) were about the
same as those at the University
of Vermont and the University
of Rhode Island. Faculty at the
University of Massachuset ts
and · the . University of
Connecticu t made slightly
more money, while salaries at
the University of Maine_were
lower.
••1 suspect the . comparisons
will not be as favorab}e . (to
UNH)

thi~

year."

. :_ 1

So you'i,e re(ld. the story, now what?

.( continued from page I>.
"I'm going nowhere," said a · of the faculty got a 4.5 percent
third year, assistant professor increase or .more, she said,
while ••most faculty ·got
who preferred to remain
probably a fraction of a percent
anonymous. He makes $20,000
merit." ·
a year.
"If we were at the national
"I could never.afford to buy a
house ori my salary," he said. averages, to do this sort of.
••For the younger faculty thing would be an acceptable
members, the salary the_y are procedure," she said. .
Hoff said her committee will
making now are the salaries in
real dollars they11 be earning in be · studying the faculty
structure at the University to
. .
IO years."
According to Erickson • .the -dete~mine inequiti~s in salaries.
2.5 across-the-b oard increase She stressed that an overall
Write a letter io the editor.
was given automaticall y to all improvemen t in faculty salaries
staff. The Office of Academic depends on a Jong-term
room _151.
Submit letters' to
Affairs allocated merit pay out commitment from the Board of ~~o::-..~- ~
on the basis of recommenda - Trustees and UN H's. central: · ~...-:,:,:~~ ~~~~~...-~ P"".~~::: .,,o-~....-on.
administrati
deans
tions of th~ five college
..To our knowledge (next
and their respective department chairmen. He said the year's salaries) are still open to
way merit · was allocated, and negotiations . We expect . a
·the number of faculty who significant increase next yea-r. ••
0//ering :Grinde rs, Chicken
Hoff said it's not easy for
received it, varied from .. college
· professors to just leave and find
..
to college."
Dinners , Hambu rgers,
Hoff agreed upon the higher paying jobs. Many are
·orill Sandwi ches,
importance of rewarding tenured, own homes and have '
outstandin g faculty, ·b ut spouses who don't want to be
_
~ Bevera~ es~ etc.
questioned the way merit is uprooted from their jobs. _·
..We. love this place," she
distributed atUNH.
.. You can't just perpetuate said. ~•we have a commitment .the process of awarding an elite That counts for something; But
group of faculty over and over how long will living in - this
without addressing what beautiful part of the country
Try our Hot Dog Special
impact it has on the majority of buy groceries or replace old
rusted out cars? It's reached a
Grilled Hot Dog. Fries & Soda
the faculty."
-With merit, about 20 percent · level of traverty."
for $1.00

'Mun

said

Raymond Erickson interim
vice-preside nt of academic
affairs. He said there is
evidence that ·uvM and
UConn faculty got'pay raises of
eight percent or niore this year.
Erickson said the reason for
the small raises this year is "in
part. pblitical. ••
"The state workers didn't
receive anything (in pay raises)
last year," said Erickson.
..There was talk in Concord this
year of giving (UNH
· employees) nothing to even
things out."
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Editorial
The voters march ·
Students can make a difference is the .
message Reverend Jesse Jackson brought to
the UNH campus Thursday afternoon. But
before you can vote, he reminded everyone,
you have to register.
· · ·
Between classes, before you go home or go
out with your friends, stop by ·the. top floor of
the MUB and register to vote. Tables will be set
up in front of the MU B's Senate Room, near
the Ticket Office. Jackson said "voter fever" ·
was sparked here yesterday. Let's show t_h at
UNH still has it today.
Jackson called all the students together who
·admitted they weren't registered together and
asked if they could agree on . one time when
they could go down to . the town offices to
register. He said registering "in mass" was the
only way to let the University and the
community know that students wanted their
vote to count.
New Hampshire, said Jackson, should not
only be the first in the nation primary but

should also be the first in voter registration.
"We intend · to have a live student
movement,"· he said . .
Jackson defended his views by saying that
Nixon, Kennedy and Carter won by the margin
of all the eligible high school voters alone.Not
all of those who were eligible voted. Jackson_
wants the student vote to count in the next
presidential election.
· U nfoi-tunately, the town officials weren ;t as
enthusiastic as Jackson. Only 13 students of
almost 400 stud~nts who marched with
Jackson to the town offices actually
registered. Supervisor of the Checklist for the .
town . of Durham, William r_rince, told .the
crowd that a birth certificate or naturalization ·
papers were necessary to register in order_to
-prove an individual's United st:a tes citizenship.
Jacksori laughed and said carrying -one's
birth certificate with them "is_noble but not so
ordinary." _
Students asked if . a drivers license was
acceptable since a _birth certificate is necessary

found - or even if they exist. We ,
are offended by the rudeness and
·insensitivity of this officer, af).d
hope that this letter will make the
rules and regulations of bike safety
more accessible and informative to
other h(kers so that they can avoid
such unpleasant incidences.
Linda Ouellette
Kersten van der Merwe
Kathy Bellerose

Bikes

To the Editor:
We would like to bring attention
to the inadequate information
pertaining,~ to · t-he n ,rules and
regulations of bike safety for the
town of Durham - or at leas_t their
inaccessibilitv. We refer to two
separate inci~_en._ce_s _i_n \V_~j~_h three
girls were stopped on October 4th
for going down -Huddleston Road .
(Main Street) the wrong way,
without headlights.
We understand the importance
of riding the right way, and
following the rules, but being To the Editor:
It has recently come to my
unaware that Huddleston Road
. attention that a rape and two
.(Main Street) is a one way street
for bikes was due to the inaccess of sexual harassments/ assualts have
bike safety rules. We weren't ware occurred on campus within the last
month. My source is a reliable
that we were breaking a rule.
We were affronted by , the member of Residential life and
insisted on anonymity. Why was
rudeness of- the officer who
my source so adament about not
stopped us. First of all, the officer
being ·identified and why hasn't the
assumed that we knew we were
public been informed? I have not
breaking a rule, and which rule it
seen anything on this subject in any
was that he was referring to.-When
newspaper of the area. Granted,
we asked him what we had done
the details are not necessary and
wrong, he didn't bother to explain
perhaps harmful, but . I feel the
or tell us where we could find out
public should be made aware of the
about the bike safety rules for the
threat that exists.
town of Durham.
Daniel Locke
He wrote each of us a warning
and informed us that we were not
allowed to ride our bikes home.
Considering the late hours in
which he stopped us, we found this
to be insensitive and dangerous.
For th~ee girls (one of whom was
To the Editor:
alpne), the prospect of walking
W. Joseph Tremblay has failed
home late at night was scary. We
· to respond to my invitation for him
are conscious of the rape problem
·to learn about "Punk". I could
in Durham,-· and found it
have presented him with a very ·
unbelievable that an officer could·
comprehensive report on the
be so insensitive to .the risks he was
"Punk" scene. However since he
asking us to take.
· has not responded I will . gladly
As bike riders, we try to be
write this letter in response to his.
· conscious of pedestrians and other
The words "nazi" and •1 Punk"
motor vehicles. We are not reckless are mutually exclusive.
l will not
riders, and . request · that .if the
seek out some of these bands'
Durham Police Department is ·amount
of · nazis who ca-ti
going to enforce the rules and
themsel':'es "Punks". These people
regulations, . they should make
are not "Punks" they are fascists
them well publicized.
and juvenile delinquents. However
At no time did the officer tell us · 99 percent of the
•·_punks" that you
where bike safety rules could be

Rape

a

Punk

to obtain a license. A license was not enough, .
Prince said.
·
According to Jim Demers, State
representative for Dover and Somersworth,
New Hampshire's secretary of state ·said the
decision to use a license during the registration
process is ''arbitrary" and "very flexble." In
other towns, a license is acceptable. It was
Prince's decision to turn away nearly 390
students who wanted to vote.
Prince said, "Don't -misunderstand me. We
want as many students to vote as -possible. If
you want to set up a place in the (MU B) we can
do it. Just ask us."
The students' plea was heard loud and dear.
Today is our chance to prove that we really
want our vote. We need to continue our''mass"
showing'to 1>rove that yesterday was not only a
. chance happening.
In Jackson's words, "Nobody in this nation
has the right to do less than their best. If you
don't register to vote, you're doing less than
your best."

will meet are highly anti-fascist.
First, there are two books in the bonus" for the Granite; to the
Hundreds of songs by hundreds of · news, the 1983 and the 1984. The contrary, it is.absolutely necessary
bands will attest to this fact.· If you , 1983 will be distributed to seniors to- cover printing costs ·of the 1983 ·
are · truly open minded, you will
October 19th, sophomores and book.
·
seek out some of these band's juniors October 20th and 21th. A
In the future a "pick-up" fee will
material. Groups such as The pick-up fee of $5.00 _ will be not be charged , since it is both
Clash and the Dead Kenriedvs · charged.
. inefficient and unfair to th_e
produce . songs . which refle.ct
The 1984 Granite is presently on stude.nts. ·
Punk's anti-totalitarian values. If sale to all undergraduates ($6.00),
I hope that students will view the
no one else dares to speak out graduate students ($13.00) and change to a subscription program
against our societies injustices then faculty and the general public positively. The $6.00 charge is very
"Punks" will.
($18.00). · 1f they order, students little for a book of this size (350
In your letter you say: "The guarantee themselves a book for pages) a-nd quality. Moreover, you
habitations of these people were the fall 1984 pick-up (there will be are virtually assured a 1984 book.
little more than accumulations of. no pick-up charge). Under-.
If students would -prefer another
detritus and refuse... Scurrying graduate seniors will be mailed a· system, I hope they will speak out
rats and coc~kroaches lead the
book to their home .address listed and give us the feedback we .need to
scurvy lot to heaps of garbage at the Registrars Office . .
operate to their benefit.
where rodent, insect and human
The controversy referred to in
Judith White
eat side by side in some sort of , the editorial is the increase from '
Editor-in-Chief
perverse symbiosis." ·
$3.00 to $5.00 for pick-up. This
1984 Granite
Congratualtions, you have just $2.00 difference is not a .. nice
described millions of America's
MORE LETTERS, page 16
poverty stricken. Have you ever
lived in a slum or a ghetto? Not
.
.
everyone is born into a posh white
suburban neighborhood or has
thefr life presented to them on a
silver platter. Get a bulldozer and
1e v e I t h e --s I u m s t o ma k e
MAGGIE McKOWEN. Editor-in-Chief
playgrounds for rich brats. Or
perhaps we should use the neutron
PATTY /\DAMS, Managing Editor
.l/\1\E HOOVFR. Man;1!,!in!,! l'ditor
bomb to do the dirty work .
Jlll.lf HANAUER. News Editor
BETH CiFRM/\:\0. :'\c·\\s l'ditor
RAY ROUTHIER. Sports Editor
JOH!'\ Ol'EI.I.U ·; I'. h:.11urc, Fdi1or
Joseph, I am led to beleive that ·
you would put "Punks" into
JIM MIi.i.ARD. Photo Editor
mental institutions if you were so
JED FV/\!'\S. Businc,, MariH!,!l'r
empowered. "Punks", blacks. the
C/\THl'Rl!'.I' S/\l_l!'\l>FRS. /\d\L rti,in!! Mana{!c·r
· poor, Hispanics, Orientals, Jews,
and political dissidents-put them
Adwrtisina Associates
KL'\ in Mor~t.·
Stl'\t.' l .angl'\111
Reporters
all in asylums. Later when no one
Mar~ lks(irn"eil1ic-r,.
Su,· Moulton
Su,an i\lkn
l.inda 1.oran!!cr
Paul
Morri,
I.amen
Su,·
McClun)!
Pollaro
Teresa
H,tsnight
is looking or _dares say anyt)1ing
Asst. Business Man11aer·
f\lllll' Roh,·n
Pa!'rocill Molinl·au .,
. William Beckl'I '
.I. ·Barr, Motlw,
Hill l'ikhcr
move them a·II to labor camps and
Hi,a R ""ell
Bonker Btncl'
_('irculation Manaaer
Man sniith
.lean Moorhl'ad
Sue Bolduc
.
have them all take systematic
()on St. (ic·rmain
Penn,· Whitnrnn
Kath, O'Connell
Marc·cl Bo'ulanger
Circulation As.~istant
.lank~ Wood,
Andrea Par~c·r
Jennikr Bump
"showers". Tell me Joseph, who
Sandy l'eguri
Doll!! Rid!!e
News Briefs Ec\itor
Michelle Champ!1!!ne
are the real nazis?
As.~istant Circulation Assist. Hrian C<>uti1ritr
Man· Penne,
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Roh;n Pl·tt.·r~
Chief Photo,trapher
·1.cslie Dale,
Bob DeBarge
Copy Readers
William Pi11,
Roh
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0
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Granite
To the Editor:
The editorial entitiled "Dead
Give Away'' (Tues. Sept. 27) may
have many students wondering
what the controversy is relating to
the Granite. Let me clarify the
issues involved.
·

Karla lloppk,
Ki1tln .lohn,on
· ()0111ia I.a Ru,·
1.orna Miln,·
Mari,· Sc·ddl
.hi\ ne Sorrell
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University Forum
The power .of party politics

by Brian J. Couturier

The recent approval of the War . through the Senate, GOP officials · part.i san''and -despite his voting for the
pressure of party politics, this
Powers Act by the Senate - has -demanded strict party discipline. As
r~solution' he was still against it. Why
phenomenon is hardly new.
rekindled a controversy that has voting continued on the resolution, it
did a Senator votefor a resolution that
Compared to the late 19th century, .
existed in this country. since the became apparent that th.e · Senators
he _o_pposed? Simple. Due to party
Party influence is relatively low. Yet,
Presidency of John Adams. It
repeatedly split along party lines. In
politics and pressure, Senator Quayle, · as the War Powers resolution proves,
concerns the powe.r and · pressure
one vote, all 55 Republicans voted for
despite his owil_beliefs, voted for a bill
party influence still exists to a large
exerted by political parties.
the resolution and all 45 Democrats
entirely becaus~ of the power of Party
extent. What can be done? Well,
On September ·29, 1983 the U . S . - . - - - - - - ~ - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - besides condemning Sen. Quayle's
Senate, by a vote of 54-46, approved a
cowardly act, we can 't-00 much. There
resolution which gave President
is little that can be done · to control
Reagan unprec·e dented authority,
Party influence once it's in place. What
qnder the War Powers Act, to
musts
be done is to support the
maintain U.S. Marines in Lebanon for
individual politicians who have the
18 months. The War Powers Act,
_ courage to stand against their party, if
which was passed in 1973, requires the
on. -h,iJ; pa.rty 111.e111.berJ;h.ip 7 · belief so diet.ates . Of course, '"ve can
President to terminate any hostilities
also support the growing number of
within 90 · ~ays unless Congress
indeP.endent politicians and
explicitly authorizes its continuation.
candidates. One thing is for sure: Party
This authorization was given to the
influence, especially · when it affects
President with the passing of the
key legislation, can be detrimental to a
Senate resolution, yet the War Powers
truly democr~tic government..
Act itself or the presence of the
membership. . When the state . of ' opposed it. What is particularly
Marines is not the central issue.
important about this party split is that . politics . reaches the point where an - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Besides the importance of <Zongress' one Senator voted for the resolution
elected official's vote is decided simply · Brian Couturier is the well-read, .
use of the War Power Act foi the first
despite his being opposed to President
on his party membership, we have
dashing young co-editor of University
time since its adoption the important
Reagan's use of Marines in Lebanon.
indeed reached a sorrowful plateau of
Forum.
·
·
issue comes from the actual passage of
democratic government.
Congress' authoriza_tion. In order· to
Senator Dan · Quayle {R-Irid)
Even though Senator Quayle's
e_nstire _ passage· of the r:esolution
commented that "the vote ... was very comments bring to light th~ power and

- When the .state of . polit.ics reaches the
point where an elected official's i,ote ·is
dec~ded sim,ply
we have indeed reached a sorrowful·
plateau of democratic government.

No longer a joke
• •

What began as a joke should have ended as one. But it has not.
What I am .referring to is Kappa
Sigma's now infamous act of flashing
score cards (nine's and ten's) to some
women passing by their house on the
second day of school.
O.K., so a lot' of people thought the
jo!\e wasn't very fur:my. Or very tactful.
And after spending time talking to
many Kappa -sigma brothers, I am
thoroughly convinced they agree to
both points.
But what everyone seems to ha\ e
forgotten is the intention of the act.
The brothers involved iri the card .
flashing did not _intend to hurt, offend,
or sexually harass any women. They
· intended to make some women laugh,
smile and even to compliment them
(by u•sing only the numbers nine and
ten, a fact reported falsely in various
news·pap.ers). Successful or
-unsuccessful, this was their intention.
So O.K. , some women were
offended; one filed charges and now
Kappa Sigma faces - a disrespective
charge which happens to fall under
sexual ha_rassment according touniversity rules. Certainly filing this
charge was the woman's right.
But nothing, nothing can justify the
attention this benign act has received.
Many of you realize that Kappa
Sigma's scoring episode appeared on
the front pages of the Manchester

0

1

..

by .Jennifer Johnson

Union Leader and Foster's Daily to be really ashamed of themselves. harassments that certainly never make
Democrat. It also was broadcasted on
Not only does nationwide media · the front page of the state's largest
various radio stations, including WBZ · coverage hurt Kappa Sigma, but it newspaper.Yet Kappa Sigma has been
in Boston. And television stations,
also is .damaging to the University of the object of so much negative media
_such as WNEV, channel 7 in Boston.
New Hampshire .as a whole. People attention that the damage to their
-}tA-nd if that is not bad enough, the story .across 1 the United States have now fraternity is almost immeasurable. The
was also broadcasted on the Cable
heard about wliat was intended to be a reporter who wrote the Kappa Sigma
article (in one of the newspapers I
previously mentioned) ~ven admitted
to me that ,"The Kappa Sigma guys
are getting crucified and I contributed
to it."
Hasn't this fraternity suffered
enough? Kappa Sigma has and will
again apologize for this incident,
particularly when they face the judicial
board later this month. And all of us
can be sure they will receive some kind
of punishment. But let's just hope the
punishment is an appropriat(: one. That the people who decide their
joke. All that can be said is that the punishment remember the intention of
News Network, a service which is
attention this act - has received is · their act: That the men involved did
shown to millions of viewers. But most.
beyond ridiculous. After talking to a not do thi"s maliciously; the·y did not
embarassing of all is that parts of an
interview with the UNH Women's . lot of women about this, I can be ·sure want to degrade UNH women. Yes,
in saying that a very small percentage sexual harassment should be
· Center president about this incident
of UNH women were offended by the combated at this uriiversity. But let's
was broadcasted over ABC Network
nines and tens flashed at them. But wait until we find those truly guilty of
Radio. Yes, that's right. ABC
look at the repercussions it is having the act.
NETWORK RADIO which
and will have on this university. Never
services thousands of radio stations
has anything _so meaningless been so
across the nation, and is broadcasted
to millions of listeners each day. Isn't . blown out. of proportion.
Think about it. There are rapes on Jennifer Johnson is the News Director
this just a little embarassing? Whoever
this campus that are never even at WUNH-FM.
contributed to the gross overreaction
reported in the school newspapers.
of this incident and the subsequent
There are far more serious sexual
med-ia attention it has received ought

, -Whoei,er · contributed to the gross
oi,erreaction of this incident and the
subsequent media attention it has
receii,ed, ought to be really ashamed of
themsel,v es.

A sideways look at ... Reub in ~skew
Reubin Askew, a two term Florida
Governor, is more conservative than .
Alan C~anston, he is also younger; he
is ·more liberal than Ronald Reagan,
but that is not an outstanding
achievement. He is, in the true sense of
the word, a radical, and that is where
the trouble lies.
Askew does riot fit into any
immediately identifiable category. He
is in ·f avor of free trade, opposed to
abortion, a suppor.ter of the ERA and
Civil Rights. He is opposed to the ·
nuclear freeze and suppor~s a strong

·defense. He wants to negotiate ..
· The media does not think a lot of
that: it is hard to get a handle on him.
and if Nat cannot. sum him up in five
seconds for Channel 5 then he doesn't
. get a mention.
Of course, the other thing is: no one
has a clue just who the man with a
name like a ·sandwich actually is. And
in a world where name recognition is
nine tenths -of the game that is a little
like bad news.
Askew represents the more cautious
aspect ·of the Dem·ocratic zodiac but

by Chris Fauske

that just might be where the votes-are.
If he can get his name. known, win
few straw polls and things ( though he
is busy keeping out of any challenge to
New Hampshire's first in nation
status) then he might have a chance.

a

For now though he is as far behind
John Glenn and Walter Mondale as
any candidate with a realistic chance
can afford to be. He would like to
_think the momentum is growing but
politics is a fickle game and a name is,
when all is said and done, a name.

Right now, Reubin Askew is not a
lot of a name outside of Florida.
Chris Fauske works for Reub in Askew.
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source less than irreproacha ble.
Y o u further i m 'p Iy that
brothers must forsake
fraternity
:~
their morats to pledge a fraternity.
ii
Well I am a fraternity brother. Mr.
~
Tremblay. and YOU ARE DEAD
:] To the Editor:
To the Editor:
To the Editor: WRONG. I can say that based on
Glancing through the editorial
i
As usual, the arguments oLthe my knowledge of fraternity life,
cares to admit it or
one
Whether
section of Sept. .30th's . New
not, as there has been sex, so too · pro-abortio nists fall apart when rather than my ·profound
. Hampshire some articles in
·
through history have· there been ~xposed to logic.
attention,
my
ignorance of it.
i particular caught
In · regards to April Lindner's
abortions. It was not until between
If this letter seems rather
J ·· not due to their content but
Forum article in the Sept. 30 acerbic. Mr. Tremblay, it is
1860 and 1880 that criminal
J because of the individuals who had
edition:- since when does a because I do not appreciate
penalties for aborti'ori were first
f. written them. Here were two
been
has
·.
it
guarantee . of "'loving and someone publicly abusing
Though
enacted.
state
U.S.
a
in
Europeans . writing
never
.has
it
supportive" parents constitute the fraternities on the · basis of
crime.
a
as
treated
·i university newspaper , being
basis for right to life'? The authors innuendo and personal prejudice. I
legally been called murder nor has
critical of the American
of the United States Constitutio n personall y have benefitted
the punishment been as severe as
:I government , American politics,
recognized that we.are endowed by . tremendous ly from my involve.:.
murder.
for
system.
political
American
the
and
•1·
I
ca
i
d
e
M
n
Creator with certain , ment with the Greek System.
c,a
ri
e
our
in
A
The
Pascal Molineux, author or'the
against
unalienable rights. and that among
I. and most Greeks I believe,
il •·•soviets" letter . hails from lhe Naliomal W o men's Political Association organized
issue:~.
tnese is the r ight to life.
have grown academically as well as
Switzerland · and Chris Fauske, Caucus, Gary Hart has a perfect abortion t,ecause or' safety
to
right
the
or
granted
morals
not
with
are
do
We
to
nothing
had
It
personally, and had a good time in
'i ..On Abortion" and .. A Sideways voting record on all key votes.
live based on a conditional factor . the process. I don't·feel that I owe
relig.ious values. It .is interesting to
·f Look ij{ Gary Hart" is a Briton.
Gary Hart may not have the well note that it wasn't until 1869 that
love
such as how 01uch·our parents
you or anyone else an apology for
At first I was angry, why dori't financed campaign . organizatio n
t.
us.: we are guaranteed the right to that. Mr. Tremblay. I've spent a lot
Catholic Church finally
t! these damn Europeans mind _their that some of the other candidates· - the
abortions. Prior to . live· because God gave it to us. of time with the best group of guys
own business and stay at home? have. but that doesn't mean he isn't prohibited all
was accepted
Unl"ike our parents'. God's love I've ever known. I'm .not only not
abortion
time
this
to
turned
quickly
anger
But my
· a serious eontender for the. before the ·soul' entered the fetus.
changes. God's love does not apologizing . you'll notice, I'm
never
aren't
1 • shame when I thought why
Democratic · nomination . It just
actually
this
at an arbitrary starting point proud of the fact. If you 'II notice in
when
begin
say
to
is
Who
there more people .native to N.H. means he needs more support from
;,J
what right does
set by the courts for as it is written. the Oct. 4 edition of The New
} getting involved and I thought of people like you. Help make a does happen. and
to · foster their "Before I formed you in the womb Hampshire .Roy Lenardson took
:; some.pretty sad recent examples of difference in the most important one group have
conception, no . I knew you. before you came to an ar.ticle to dest"ribe his part in the
and
life
of
opinion
; · student apathy.
primary in the country, register to
might
intentions
birth I consecrate d you·. " contributio ns of the Greeks. These
their
what
matter
This weekend 50 students from a vote today.
:;
be. on another group. It may be (Jeremiah I :5).
up
are the same contributio ns which
came
University
City
York
New
1
Is the quality of life more you wrote off in one sentence.
Dave Hermann considered a subtle point: but that
by bus to support the campaign of
:i
to
right
one's
on
t
NO!
infringemen
an
itself?
is
•
important than life
Students with Hart
I'll make this brief. M r.
•·! a leading Democratic Presid~ntial
Richardson House . --- religious freedom.
Pro-abortio nists claim that the Tremblay. If you're anythin.g more
• candidate in Dover, N.H . Only
mother of an unborn infant has the than an uninformeq loudmouth, .
'l three UNH students were there.
to decide whether that infant then prove it!
right
the
for
narrie
the
is
Pro-Life
a
received
I
afternoon
by
Sunday
fooled
is
r
P.S. I hope no one
because the Supreme
live.
will
all
prohibit
to
desires
who
Joseph P. Gallant
group
of
office
call from the. campaign
Reagan's signature on the bill for
Court has declared that unborn
that
i this candidate asking if I could get
funds for UNH to bu'ild the new abortions. It is also the group
babies are not "legal persons"
1
some people to go to Dover to science center, rest assured that if is against contraceptiv es and are
to the U.S. Constitutio n
.:r personally meet ,this ca,ndidate. I next year wasn't election year he boycotting the March of Dimes -. accordingWade
1973) and therefore
vs.
(Roe
defects
birth
in
research
f
o
·
because
one
no
that
saying
i had to call back
wouldn't have been so benevolent.
rights.
no
have
natural
the
with
interfere
(both
1 would be able to go. Excuses
·10 1857 the Supreme Court
· course of life.), Pro-Lifers are also
;[ ranged from studying to going to
declared in the Urt;d Scott decision · To· the Editor:
against sex education in schools.
· visit a friend to wanting to watch
This letter is in response to W.
that bla.~k peopl~ were not "'legal
'"Keep it in the home" is a fine
'{ the game on T.V. Here is a man
Tremblay's letter regarding
Joseph
U.S.
the
to
mg
accord
persons
oµr
of
out
'sex
keeping
rfo
reason
of
who could be the next president
in. Tuesda.y's issue of
fraternities
no
1
h~d
therefore
and
n
Consitiutio
mo~t
ly
unfortunate
but
schools',
J the U.S. and -people would rather
· ·
Hampshire.
New
The
and
then.
w_rong
were
They
rights.
_, parents are not as well informed as
watch football.
To the Editor:
It has alway~ amazed me how
aga_m.
wrong
are
they
knowledge
of
Lack
l.
professiona
a
the
House,
an
Richardson
question
to
For
,
I would like
Mary Oudens. m her Oct. 4 those who chose to criticize
;/ political interest mini-dorm, only article published in the October 'and information is one of the
·implies. that it is 0. K. to fraternities are neither members ot
e~itorial.
abortions
many
that
reasons
:; 25 percent of its population 4th issue about Alan Cranston. In
babies because they fraternities nor very well informed
unborn
kill
.
fthe
requested to liv_~ _t here. That's . the column "A Sideways Look occur. Decreasing awarenesso
don't "know the meaning ' of about the Greek - Syst@m- ai; •• ,a
issues will only increase abortions,
·J a bout 12 out of a campus of I0,000 ,. "At...", Chris Fauske needs to look
pain ... " Mary. do you what the wh·ole.S' w. Jdsepn i T Fefli b-la:y is
and that's something no one wants
,i plus.
::io::iin ThP fir1.t nart that bothered
meaning of pain is'? Is it this- such a person.
do.
to
I could go on, . but I can sense
~~ ~~~ f'!.l!t~.ft r.ef~I.r~_l to
]
It is quite an easy and common
knowledge that gives you a right to
;~ you'd rather go party than read
Cranston's bald head. Granted, the
of the practice to cali attention to the
definition
my
if
What
life'?
that
does
but
top,
bald
a
·• this. I think we deserve any bit of
man has
Pro-Choic e is NOT Proof . pain -differs from relatively minor ,, and isolated
radiatio·n that our worthless
mean . he would not make a good A b o rt i o n . Ab o r t i o n i s n 't · · meaning
this mean that one of incidents that have been c-harged to
Does
yours?
absorb when the mikes hit Pease.
president because of it? Maybe Mr. something one wants or looks
human? Human fraternities . · U_n fortunately , the
than
less
is
us
K.J.Patrick
Fauske is too used to the slick forward to. Pro-Choice is exactly
have a right to live because more importan t · positive
beings
in
JFK
by
used
approaches
media
what the name says; it's for leaving
they are human, not because of a contributio ns they have made to
the past (tan and well groomed) the alternativ es· open. Dee
shifting, subjective test such · as University life are, more often than
and by Reagan now (a full croo of Foreman was right when she stated
you know the meaning of not, quickly forgotten.
"Do
black, greasy hair). If no offens~ in her letter that pregnancy and
The word fraternity, Mr.
.
pain'?"
bother
why
intended,
was
bi_rth can be terrifying. Conception
·R ubeor Tremblay, means·broth erhood---a
Steve
rather
mentioning it? Would you
I
is meant tc be a joy, not a
word whose meaning you . will
To the Editor:
·c
make fun of someqne in a hairpiece devastation . By being informed of
probably never fully • grasp. A
In the Sept. 30th a_rticle A • or with a hair transplant?
:1
··· the responsib ilities of a
fraternity is composed of a group
:; Sideways Look at .... Gary Hart,
relationship and becoming aware
of men who are together for a
Chris Fauske dismisses Senator
ways to properly protect
the
of
purpose: that purpose
common
take
to
like
would
I
liberal
Secondly.
Hart as an unwinable
m{lybe fewer and
being to better themselves and the
To the Editor:
issue with Fauske's statements both partners,
candidate without stating a single
fewer will have to face the abortion
fraternity as a whole, A bond exists
In resp~nse to W. Joseph
detail of his progressive yet · about Cranston's Freeze Stance.
those to whom an
between brothers that is difficult to
Tremblay's letter i'n the Oct.4 New
Cranston ·supports a freeze of issue. There are
realistic views and his past
is considered medically
abortion
.
to someone who has never
explain
certain
Soviets.
a
the
thin~
with
I
weapons
a
As
Hampshire,
nuclear
Senate.
the
performanc e in
reason or
one
"for
·
advisable
it.
experienced
a
be
required.
not
is
may
it
perspective
f Hart supporter I would · like to Even though
_are · realistic
While this may sound lik~ ~ lot
person
at the moment.at another., and yes, there
you state that
First
:l explain some of his ideas and tell pop~lar positionbackbone
of high-minde d idealism, I assure
to stick regretfully some who treat it too "must be stripped ofhisdignit y"to
-, you that with the support of people . least he has the
casually. Yet why condemn · a join a fraternity. What makes you
that it is not. Just ask any of
you
mind
not
would
I
Personally,
it.
to
win.
can
Hart·; like you
apples because of think that you think that you know · the hundreds of people who are
of
bushel
whole
non-nuke
peaceful
a
in
living
Are people really happy with the
'!
·
· one rotton one? ·
-· the first thing- about a human .involved in the Greek System what
,t · way Reagan is running this world . as Senator Cranston
their eXp.e riences have meant to
shot
Soviets
the
Granted,
concept like dignity when you say
do
suggests.
Or
happy?
you
Are
co,untry'?
i.
is
pin
them.
pledge
a
of
stealing
the
.also
but
that
airplane.
disappear
not
civilian
a
will
down
abo~t
Abortion
worry
you. like myself,
Mr. Tremblay states that •• .. jn
recall a time when Americans, Yes, with the passage of an inane law, the most horribly violent thing
things like financial aid to come
theory, I have always been against
Americans · shot . down civilians for it is not a cause but an you've· witnessed in your life? Did
back next year, possiply having to
fraternities --but I have been
from planes in the forgotten war in inadequate remedy for a result. To you grow up in a vacuum'? My God
fight a war on foreign soil. finding
to listen and form my own
PG
careful
a
watched
nt;ver
you
reminded
have
is
man.
One
Asia.
Oudens'
Mary
Southeast
your
from
point
a
graduation.
echo
upon
a job
about them ... ". You say
of
opinions
heard
you
Have
glass
in
movie?!
people
put
about
be
saying
energies
the
and
of
can't
_
letter; why
children being able to breathe
houses throwing_st ones. Cranston towards developin g better -- football and hock~y?! Take my · that you have always been against
live healthily 20 years from now'?
fraternities and yet claim to have
word for it, greater violence exists
may be saying when he refers to the
Briefly (and if yol! would like
made • objective decisions about
·
(both
us
like
child.
,
being
as
everywhere
Soviets
contact
please
information
more
. This contradict ion is
them
"perverse
providing
·
these
and
are
ives
what
Now
some
contracept
are
here
that
Students with Hart)
human beings for one)
of the shallow
of Hart's stands on a few issues:
everyone makes mistakes. so lets · comprehen sive sex -. education. beastialities " that occur during chara·c teristic
insight that has been employed
stimulatin g
Economy limit the choices we can screw up These measures have the potential "ttoJnown rites"? Do you kn:o w
recently to assail fraternities.
to greatly decrease the number of the definition of unknown? Jh case
research and 'developme nt so there
with before we make the final
You· Mr. Tremblay . like
far
your
is
with
which
.
as
unfamiliar
so
abortions,
now.
from
you;re
yearly
wili"be jobs 10 years
mistake.
Cranston is - better than wasting the same native tongue. let me ·inform you -everyone else, have the right to
tax breaks for
Alan
today:
how
.
as
Finallv.
:well
that it has·.· nothing to do with ·your opinion. But in this case you
_ retooling factories to manufactur e like the ·state of Isreal. I'll never · energies fighting each other.
~•..:.:.
present an uninforme d . and
1
know.
peversity or beastiality. Further,
products more efficiently~ educate
le one. I suggest th~t
-irresponsib
fraternitv
unnamed
an
charge
are
you
they
so
and retrain · workers
with . •·poachin g valuable · you try to overlook extra-neous .
qualified to do the work that needs
experimen tal hens from 'the rivialities ( such as the "horrible"
doing.
Judith A. Haig.
poultry farm". Would yoy ca~e to · pledge pin incident you describe)
'Michael D. Hass.
Education - Senator Hart
in·
that up with anythmg other and become acquainted. with the
cuts
back
against
fought in Congress
than your word? You'll fgrgive my ll)Ore- significan t. as-pects of
education funding: he was sponsor
fraternities.
skepticism. I hope, but I find that
of the American . Defense
·t;J~ta
i:na
·-Williams.Sig
.' ••,.J Ross
•
Educatio·n · Act to improve · 'the
••
' .. • •
.. ' •

~

, Write rs ·

.,·.·
:,1,:

!·

t

'i ·
il ·

math, science and foreign language
department s in our public schools.
Hart is a
Environment member of the Senate Environmental Committee. he sponsored
the 1980 Alaska Lands Law' that
tripled America's wildlife refuge .
system: he is a leader in the fight
against acid rain and for
strengthenin g and enforcing the
Clean Air Act.
Defense - having served on the
Senate Armed Services Committee. Hart is an expert on military
reform, he would cut down the
bureaucracy in our armed forces
making 'them a less expensive yet
more efficient fighting force.
Women's Issues - according to
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.and,.eii'efgetic By Harold Young

leads the Stomp,ers .' Effer·ve&. "Rock, ·. jump- and ho.lier.,. cent,, engaging, and" entertain,Tlje ~tornper's song tell~ of ing, he good--naturedly urged
an audience · ·'"spenciing (tfi¢ir)
the audience ihto singing along
m,oney_ just to _h~Ye · a " good with -his-tunes: '· , 1 "
• ·
·
· time.:' Wednesday nig.ht at the. ~ Baf}io: cfadj-n 'Levis; denim
Franklin a capacity ·crowd of jacfet : .a-nd "i 1?,la~~;ht"'.'top\ ·
350 plucked their pockets of Coriverse "'Air-Stars ~ ' isn 1t
· $6.00 to enjoy the Stomper) 80 · _pretentious. J-lis_ East Boston
tninute/ 13 song "show:
·
s t ruts . across stage and Th~ Stompers, one of New · scorch ing guit~r solos were
England's. most popular ch1b.: ~ fascin,a ting and frolics.o me.
bands, rocked to a fitful frenzy
Keyboardist Dave Friedwith Jheir clap-afong origirial-s man, bass guitarist Ste'phen
and rowdy covers of oldies by Gilligan, and new drummer .
Dion · a.nd the Belmonts,
Lenny Shea provided straightFreddy Cannon a11d The Isley ahead; upbeat accompani~ent
· Brothers.
_to the· Stompet_sound. ____ .. - ...
Ouitarist/v_o_~<!_liSt SaJ.Bagli~
page 19
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.
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Sal_Baglfo, ofJ~e ~foffl;pers at The Franklin Ballroom Wednesday night. (Dorian Stone photo.)

$'T:fN'., s(Jap premieres
·By ·Gwendolyn- G~tdner

, .·, _..

Butt.on.s .picked up •a'n othef
guy, Ronny is frustrated over
the possibility of having no
fraternity when Terry's only
· interest is partying. Warreri has
written ano.ther English paper
for Roscoe · and Lauren is
distraught . over something ...
what? ..
Tune into -" ~nd Through Lt
All," the· n'dv- i,' Student
Television Network (STVN)'
. soap opera . prod uce·d . and
d,irected by Andy Zinmar;i, to
find, cmL J t c~93,l?i s~e,n i~:<eif h
'fr huar:sda;t t inq:.tbe fu!ae.o:a.JS,t
Lounge.
. ': -.
-~ ·:i·.~..
'° 'The ·effort wisna; good ,·sta:rt.
It . could ·help tne ~'st-ud~nts-· 0f
UNH ·become ' more awar.e ·of ·
0

current.. campus:'. jissues·. 'like

alcoh.olism •. Jrat~rnifr' hazing,
and .anorexia .. nervosa. The
general . acting . abil.it.i'es
appeared a bit stiff. lt sho_u ld
not be compared to the
p.rofessionaJ · soap operas, yet.
If the show is received wen it
coulcl expand to two 20 or 30
minute segments each,•week.
This parody of college life
began as an · idea during th.e
summer b_y ~ndy Zinman and

came to · fruition October 6th · Jeff Hupfer when referring to
for viewing by the student the opening s.c enes. - Jeff
body.
. · "··
portrays Ronny, the most'
"It could have bee·n longer',
intelligent of the fraternity
but we only. had a · certain brothers.
amount of time. We also nad
"We're kind-of an odd couple
classes to _go ·to," s·a id Holly
without sex," said Kevin
Durniak who played Holly, in
Copeland referring to his role
addition to writing the musical
of Roscoe and Mike Biood 's as
introduction for the show.
''It's 1€xciting and ch.alleng- Warren. Their humor'ous high
i,ng/ ' ,~arct ·Dolly · Hirffr who school •hntif & • broke ii'p '·t4e
_de fayed col]ege · dasSfrjom
played Buttons. · ''I'm looking _
forward · to de_v eioping my scene. "'There's a lo:v.e..affair, a
. bisexual t~acher, an anorexic
character; · the seductive,
and Roscoe and Warren. The
;Sensual, total woman._" .
dumb football player and : the
n0• "My role is ,~asy to portray whfr kid . add humor to ,. the
,because I'm from New York,"
story."
Giovanni Moreira; her stud
said. ~•1- know that type of
"Given • the budget and
person; ·it's not me, but I can do · equipment I'm happy with it,"
V

it."

~.,

•

.

Doug· Decker, otherwise
known · as Terry; had never
worked in fron-t of a camera
before.
.
"l just tried to 90 a realistic
portrayal of a stereotypical
frate.rnity brother," he said.
He is looking forward to the
"bed scenes" · in ·the upcoming
episodes.
"The language works, but
more variation is need~d." said
0

•zinman said. '"Afterall, the
· television soap operas now use
'four cameras. We had one;'!::.The · scerie changes were
_slightly abrupt, the sound
rieeds perfecting, _and a certain
four letter · word was used a
little . too frequently · at the
beginning --:-'- perhaps a
variation could be used. The
devefopinent . of characters
·should. improve . in . the
following episodes.

Stephanie Vogel and Michael Tobin of the cast of the UNH
theatre's Fantasticks.

Boy meets gitl
.

.

fn !'fF anlasticks''
~

..

~

By .Doug Decker .

DaScoulias; has a wonderful :
The idea:; behind the ,show voice and · a solid · stance and- , (
· can·be sumrped-up irt one small gestures ' to -portray -his
, exchtt:nge of dia_logue. ·
·
character, but he lacks· sonie ·
. "Do \ 104 . ride' ,on . a · ,whi_te masculinity and - S'panish
stallion?" Luisa. says . to El quality that' he needs.· to really
, 'G allo, the , bl;lndi,t / n?rra_tor. -.
pull it off.
.
. --.. · ;
/ 'l used to., but _{ got saddle -- He ~as two actors to help l
:rash~·" El Gallo .answers.
him lend experience to the boy. 1
. · ' 'How unglamourous ; n
They ,. are Henry , Albertson, : I
.
ILuisa says;played by Matt Mattox, ·and l
· ·The · Fantasticks has been Mortimer, played > by Kevin
p Iaying off.:hb roa dway fq rov~r GiH
lbert:,:. '. · . h . . ..,
f - Ii · }
(20·'.· y ell-r s, t e .19ngest }·un 1p _. enry_1s t e ·ep1tome· o t e
. history:
1h~'st ~ry of.a boy bad Shakespearean act qr: . . : i
and girl next d oorr who fall in
M.att does j ustice toth,e
!
love.
Jle d oesn 't just .rec ite line s:· }Je ,
They . are rebellious youths has. -. a , ,ne.at _ little ;. qui r k .: pf
until ·· they have ha d some _ standing on his toes when he _;l
expe rience-·- in : the world and · reeite-s. •.,,-, _
·
'.
decide to settle down into · --~ M ortimer;. his •·sideki0k-;tJ4,as · _j
reality. .
- beeri>.:__ct:ofog El'ecith.:'s-e-eries,"for __ · 1
El Galfo, playe,d by Steve
:'j
0

:

h's

part. .

-~ .fAtjJ;~.~!~-fi~~l'P~aKtJih] .
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Happy

Femiii ist A ·u thor

hour
•
series:

Marie .C ardina l

Catnip
By Consuelo Congreve
Don't iook in the Catnip Pub
for the beau ti fol. people like
Ralph Lauren and Jackie 0.,
because you won~t find them.
H'owe'ver, you will find
Happy Hour froip 3-7 p.m.
Monday through Friday "'vith

discount pFices on drinks.
The bar at the · Catnip is
downstairs . from _the · res ta ur- .
ant. It's decorated ·with beer .
mirrors, a dirty carpet, and
wood panelling. The T. V. plays
to ·an indifferent audience and
the juke bo x blasts artists like
Tom Petty. The lone video ·
game, ••centipede," has an
empty beer bottle on it but no
·
players.
The crowd : of about 25
people includ~s UNH'students
and townies. A couple of .
people were playing Fooseball.
The rest were drinking and
talking at the small r.ound
·
tables.·
The · catnip offers seven
beers in- bottles (including .
Heineken, Carte Blanch,
Molson) and _three on draught
(Bud, Bud Lite, Busch.). Mixed
drinks are large. There is no

fre;

·speak s
••1 always write -in the first
By Rae Ann Hoyt
Men do not unders-tand the' . person," said Cardinal, ··even
. language of women, according when the character is a man. I
to internationally known like to get · inside · my
.
.
feminist and author Marie characters."
utobio•• Alf writing is
Cardinal.
Cardinal is the author of The graphical. l don't know how a
Words To . Say ft, . an .. _ffe~tion can b_e anything Imt
aut'obiographical novel about.a aut'obiographfr:al. All of one's
woman's search . for self cre_a tion must pass ·by and
th rough the person who
identity : This no\-tel h:u · sold
over 2,300,000 copies · in creates," said Cardinal.
•·1 write in ,such a way .that I
. Europe and has been translated
into 18 languages. The Words · '. pick the things 1 want .to say
To Say It has been recently and want not to , say. The
character in The Words To Say
released in Paris as a film.
It is .a woman. Just a wo.rrian ,
and with no ·name. The other
AUTHOR
characters in the book are her
Cardinal was scheduled to -. mother, her three children and
discuss women, autobio- . her analyst. '-.' "
, Cardinal said that she is not
graphy, and the novel. She
;of those .people who -knew
on'e
the
open
to
however,
preferred,
.
photo)
Millard
·Bartender Tony Grise at The Catnip Pub.(Jim
floor to question and discussed · . from - an -- early age ,they are
Dos Equis beer (a Mexican was content. . Dress · was· . a variety of topics including··· writers. H:er-:·: degree was in
_ writing, fominism, and French - , philoso.p-hy. She didn't start
.
brand). My friends ordered a -decidedly casual.
Be~ides Happy Hour, t_he society. She spoke for over an · ,;·writing poetry at age six, and .
Bud Lite on draught and a club
soda. The prices were not the Ca_tnip Pub offers special hour to an audience of students •, she never -kept a journal.
lowestintown, -butreasonable. drrnks Monday. thro~gh and faculty who · packed :the ,, -,,- Catainal.))likes . to - visit the
There are no waitresses in the Thursday at special pnce~ ..... Forum, tr&om:,of the library. . ·factories hi ·F-rance ,tci-talk with
.Womenarenotread ytotake the women.
small -crowded bar area. The . Tues?ay. nig~t is _Tequ_ila
"'In France, you· talk
the world, said Cardinal,
over
with
keepmg
n
_
1
mght,
bartender was very thorough Sunnse
~~
the Mexican theme . _The:e is but must get into the world of women . where the·y
on his ID .check.
to
you
when
factories,
to
women
of
job
the
is
It
men.
mght.
Marguenta
The Catnip bar reminded me soo11 to be a
If you don't care about a help men understand their reach them, not through
of high school parties in
movements," she said .
peopl_e 's rec rooms. It was dirty, bar's ambiance and just want to languag_e.

a

:;~t

:r:~~r::

i~~~~he Catnip is trying to .· ever)'one

1 ~ J:i;/Pl* 11i~C;i¼~t~ ~a: ,;h~~c!~~~- -~;~;i bfe_., t;:~ __ ."1:m in tere_sted_
99t
- ~-<~}~~k ,.•

r ~ee~\ ;;~ d .he :~ ·

there seemed · to
create a Mexican motif for
th.~i_r restaurant, I orQ~_!ed a __ expect no more, and everyone

serve your needs .

•ll''
• Ch
B. ig
ieieTh
•
60s ·vs 80s in
.. l - :,of
\\ .. e
By .Consuelo Congreve
Where haye all the flower
children gone?

Into conglomerates, law,

a m o v ie o f
characterization . . The action
sprouts from the conversations

T h·i s

is

these people are having. I feel I
could accurately predict what
the characters would do in
certain situations. ·1 know
them. When they cried, I cried.

expensive cars and grey
flannels. The Big Chill directed
by Lawrence Kasdan and
starring a cast of , eight
including Kevin Kline, Gleim
Close, and my ultimate
FILM .
heartthrob William Hurt, pits a
In the opening scene we see
bunch of old friends from the
radical 60's at the University of them the way they are now.
Michigan together in the sedate They are TV stars, writers for
.. _ People maga!:_ine ~nd Qie Uk~eighties.

of each
get a montage
their daily lives.
· One man is being buttoned
up in his grey business suit by a
woman with red _fingernails.
He's fallen into the establishment, I think.
Nick (Bill Hurt) is tooling
·down the road in his Porsche
9 I l and popping pills. Others
_are washing their kids or sitting
in their plush business offices.
Back to the man in the
business suit. We see hi~ wrist
CHILL, page 18

w_ e

.
.
The cast of The Big ('hill from left to right ar~ Jo Beth Williams, Jeff Goldblum, Mary Kay Place,
Tom Berenger, William Hurt, Glenn _,09se and Kevin KHne.

!ace-up s_fto~s, 'lnd
_ Jersey. With her short greying ·
hair and expressive eyes, she
was the image _of French

iliY~:n:. : ••

:::~;:k,.s,;:;:~

in the life

fa~cmatmg . I want _to
thats
talk with the. wqmen _and wnte
about e·v ery day life-, ·the life" of
. the nobody," Cardinal said:_

French w~-":".:::.i t~ _~_-~ers, slie ~, )
0

tfr

audience, her hands were in ··· said·, :,are · hig-hfy J-~s.petted·
constant motion gesturing, or th"ei-r: ln,are ·COl.1-nt·erpart_s
resting . emphatically on _her bec:a\1-se any re(oim . the·y
hips. Sometimes she paused - . succeed in gaining _helps the

dramatically as .she spoke to

men as well. ·

·

(l~M en have tol_d nie that t ·'am
dirty, an-d aggressiv e,"
Cardinal $aid.

firmly retie the scarfaround her
neck.
Cardinal's translator, Pat ·
Goodheart, read a - six page
selection from The Words To
Say It in which the main
char~cter is told by her mother
in an Algerian street that she
was an unwanted pregnancy.
The mother tells her then
twelve-year-old daughter how
-,s h e t r i 'e d .,. t o i n d u c e a
.- ''miscarriage-, but eventually
didn't mind her pregnancy. The
daughter is so traumatized by
this episode thaLit d ea€ls to a .
ha t red of her rriother ••1ike a dry
barren desert,,.,_ self-doubt, and
yea rs of psychoa na lys is.
Card inal's words are powerful,
and·_ forceful. They astutely
capture the desperation of both
characters.
Cardinal said that she is
criticized by m_en for dealing
with so-called tabu topics.
"Men have told me that I am
dirty, and aggressive. I am not
the first woman to deal with
such topics, but ~aybe I did
something by putting tabu
subjects in my books," she said.
She added that sometimes
· people need to be shocked into
thinking.

••But when they go home at
night, " •Cardinal said, ••they are
objects again. ''
Cardinal writes for those
women, and knows that she
reach~s · her ,a·udience by the
number of boo"ks she sells, and by the letters she -receives.

••1t is very difficult}or me to
write," said Cardi'nal, ••so I
write every day. I get up very
early in the morning, at four
a.m., and write until two in the
afternoon."
••1 work three to five years on
a novel," Cardinal said, her
chin propped on the palm of
her hand.
Cardinal's visit was
sponsored jointly by the
Department of French and
Italian , the UNH Writer's
Series; the Women's Studies
Program, and the Office . of the
Dean of Liberal Arts. A
reception was held for her after
her speech in the office of the
Dean of Liberal Arts.
The Words To Say It is
published by Van Vactor &
Gooheart INC and is
av a i I ab le a C the_ U N H
Bookstore.
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---- --~ ST OM PE RS ---- --( continued fro•m page 17)
"American F~~:~;l5r6{;gfi't the ·:tharinonic a s6fo. ' The crowd comm ands. Friedma n •·s
party crowd to its feet and they raised their fists in acclaim.
Cirrncinn afr'·s·huffl e dance
remained on them for the rest .
F o 11 owing· two mo re during th~ rousing climax·was
of the evening, dancing in the - originals from their March humorous .
·
·
aisles and shouting out the · release LP and a cover of
"The rock n' roll I'm thinking
refrains.
·
Dion'sclas sic"TheW anderer", about is the stuff that was
Baglio showed his versatility the Stompers let loose with simple," Baglio said "but not
on "Temptati on". A sultry and their · ·single "Never Tell an insulting somebody's intellisteamy song, it sounds a lot like Angel (When Your Heart's on gence. It comes from the roots,
Miami Steve Van Zandt's and Fire), " a tribute to hckie the 50's and 60's, but its not
Southside Johnny- Lyon's "The Wilson's "Higher and Higher". nostalgia trip. When we leavea
·•
· Fever".
·
A Stomper highlight was the stage and the audience
After beginning '"Tempta- their inevitable cove·r of walks out the door, we want
tion" with a bluesy guitar solo, · Cannon's "Palisades Pa.rk". them to be singing our songs."
Baglio perched himself atop a Most of the crowd knew the
Wednesd ay night fhe
speaker and ended the song lyrics and listened attentively to Stompers succeeded:
~with a Springst een_-i _sJ_!_ B_a_~lio'~-- •: _~imon says" __ __

....--------CHILL---------<continued from page 18) '

with three vertical rows of
black stitches. GASP, He is
dead by suicide. ·
-The man was Alex, and his
funeral brings the friends and
Alex's dizzy-brained girlfriend,
Chloe (Meg Tilly), together to
stay the weekend in Harold
(Kevin Kline) and Sarah's
(Glenn Close) sumptuou s
house, where Alex killed
himself. All of their insecurities
and disillusionments seep out.
Nick has a large problem. He
lost something in the Vietnam
war (like one of Ernest
Hemingwa y's characters ). He
can't have sex anymore.- . He
became cynical, · unable to ·
express emotions. He finds a
videotape machine and tapes
an interview with himself in
wh~ch he airs his self-contempt
and disgust.
·
·
"So . what are- you doi.ng

now?° ·Tm in sa1es.·· ·· wnat .cto entered big time law. Shenas-you sell?" "l.'d rather not say." been through the singles scene
He carries what he sells
enough. All she wants is to have
strapped in a taped packet a baby, and since these guys are
under the front ·fender of his her favorite people, she is going Sal_Baglio of the Stompers. (Jim_ Millard pnoto J
beat-up Porsc_he . .
Sam- is · ashamed of his TV crusa,ding type.
to ask one of them to oblige.
Although he may not be able
Meg's quest leads to the only . show in front of the others.
Although the characters are
to say how. he truly felt about weak part in the movie. Sarah When they all watch the living and experienci
ng their
Alex and makes black humor convinced Harold to try and , opening segment of the show problems in the
prese~t, they
jokes about death, Nick is the father Meg's baby. Come on! and laugh he hides his face and · still longed for the
past. The
closest to Alex's memory. What wife would give her says, "Why are you doing this memo r ab 1e soundtr
ack
While everyone else commits husband the green light to fool to me?"
mirrored their preoccupa tion
adultery or sleeps, he combs around, no matter how much
Chloe on - the surface is with the past. When
Alex's papers and pieces trust was in the marriage .. shallow. Nick discovers that buried, "You Can't Alex was
Always Get
together Alex's life through Maybe because Sarah had had · she reached him better than any What . You Want"
blasted.
what he left behind.
an affair with Alex she was of _the others. Chloe tells Nick · Other songs like "Good
Harold owns 28. chains of giving Harold the chance to : that Alex was a physics genius, Lovin'," "Bad ·Moon
sporting good stores. He is have a fling. Whatever, it was and regretted the way his life and "A Whiter Shade Rising/'
of Pale,"
securely steeped fo thereighties .. ., weird and I'd never do iL
turned out. He had turned set the sixties mood .
He seems to have forgotten his
Sam (Tom 8erenger) is the down a scholarshi p in school
I was sorr·y when the movie
radical past.
star . of -" L.T. Lancer" a . and· had drifted through a e.nded. I felt like I _too · was
Meg (Mary Kay Place) Magnum/ Dukes of ·Hazzard · number of jobs.None of his old leaving the cocoon of warmth
wanted to be a public defender type sbow. Since he lives·in LA friends knew how unhappy ·he- and old friendship and going
but got tired of defending the he's worried if he's lost" his was. Chloe couldn't help him out into the world. Go see this
"scums of Philadelph ia" so she values ..
because she wasn't the J?OVie. You'll enjoy it. ·

Toniaht in the
fflUB PUB...
With Spec ial Guests

THE LISTER'S
·Two Grea t Bost on ·Bands!
Admi ssion :

Stude nfsPubli c:

$2.00
$3.00

Door s open at 8:00
UNH ID/ Proo f of Age Requ ired

*****-*Sponsored .by MUS O -***-***
,,
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t•1:,!/J t~1_Lia .l i 1 '\•l:i 11,r .,t...cs_;--i-.. ➔~ ...1. ~ Lt 1'"f

_$ 10.00

BOSTON
,-.Mens Intramural Ice Hockey:
Get a team together, it's.not too late. Rosters·due in Room 151
of th_e Field House by Wednesday~ October 12th. _Games begin
,
.the week of October _17th.

.'
.

- '\,,._

.

~

.

~·;

~

· Depart Boston 4:00 pm

-, _.

~·

Mens & Womens Basketball: .
Rosters due Monday, October - IO at the sports ma_nager's
.

.

Depart:
,8:45 am
Downtown, Durham
1
·Bus Stop Market, Dover . 9:00 am
Market Square, Porstmouth 9:30 am

.

Purchase tickets at the Kari-Van Office

.

-Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:00pm

·meetings or in ·Room 151 of-the Field House ~ Entry rosters

available from Recre.ational Sports Office, R9om 151 Field
House or the Commuter Transfer C~nter. 5 men or 5 wom~n per team.
·-· -,

discharge i·;points
.Pick- up and
-- .
.
.in Boston: _' ;
:
·
Museum of-Science, GoJ 't Center
. e

Boston Commons, M ~seum

OFFICIALS NEEDED- for both intramural hockey and
basketball. Must have evenings available. Pay rate $3.75 per
game. If intereste~, call 862-20_3 l.
Department of Recreational Sports.

u NION .
MEMORIA L =

· Thursday-Sa turday,
;Oct. 6, 7 & 8

10:00 a.m.- ~:00 p.m.
Carroll Room, MUB ·

Spo_nsored by the Office of Student Activities

f

Fine Arts.
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from page 1)
·. pr~bably be formed·a ~ ~ ,:_ "very lafg~ haws:"
.
, October 15 Board of Trustees · ..,._for ·example, accordmg to
. . ,..,.,meeting. "In the meantime, the Searcft - Committee member
University° will continue to Herb Stebbins, the committee
,"operate under the effective does not have enough
leadership of the interim communication w;ith Trustees·.
administration headed "by The three members on the
> Gordon Haaland which enjoys
Search Committe_e are the only
_tl).e full confidence and support l_iason to the entire Board.
of the Board of Trustees,"
Committee member Bernard
'Morse said .
·
Gordon said it had experienced
"considerabl·e problems"
The ·University will have to during the summer, many of
start advertising the position which were .unavoidable.
again, and review every
Brown, just recently
applicant, Morse said. During
· the last search the Committee accepted a position with the .US
· took -IO rrionths to eliminate the State Department, but Morse ·
· :,J86 .candidates. "Obviously, I said the committee knew he
: h,q pe this search won't take as would still have accepted the ·
long as the last one," he said. . job if he was chosen • as the ·
In the · statement Morse UN H President. Last year
. said "it will be necessary for the Brown was a yisiting professor
.Board of Trustees to consider at the University.
Search Committee Chair'the appointment of a new
· search committee and · the man and Board of Trustee
·. irtitiation of a new search member Stuart · Shai.nes said
· process." _Several members of that he would ask the Board to
the committee·, however, said · 1ook at the entire · search
'the search system has some process. "I don't know what

<

~e~~pg;_" Shaines said ··buc:
its not pra-e-tical to use a search
commi_ttee system." Committee
membefc(.;ewis Roberts said he
also had qualms about the way
the search was handled near the
end.
'··
The · Search Committee
submitted· its near unanimous
recom'mendation of Brown
during last Friday's special
board in~eting. While the
matter was discussed, no action
was taken by the board at the
meeting._. Search Committee
member Kim Blewitt said,
"Brown·would have been a risk,
but a- risk we would have taken.
He was.rv't · the administrative
type, b'ut-·more, scholarly."
"I know he did have the ·

{'

New.s waves? They're the trends of today~in politics, business, youth, the economy-that affect
what's to come next month, ne)lt year, in the· next
. decade.
·
News waves in U.S.News: We analyze them every
week (before they make the headlines elsewhere) to
keep you on top of-and prepared for-what the
future holds in store.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price:. Ju.s t fill out
and send in the coupon below.
· --

:supp01·t iii the: board, but thc:rc

was some· key opposition,."
Stebbins said. "He· would have
been yery good president."
Committee member Phyllis
Hoff said;"We did the very best.
we could/ The constituents.-felt
we brought . in good candidates." - . · ·

a
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· Money-saving

I

Student Coupon

-I .

D YES,

send me 23 weeks _
of
U.S.News & World Report for only
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price. ·
-~

I

----------DOUGL AS---------

.'

( continued from page 2)

l
1
I
I
I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

until it was over.
"The . -· tra:fls were dusty
Along the way his 280Z
Though Douglas says . he
because H1ete_hadn't been any slammed into a rock and
1·
tho_rougbly enjoys this type of
rain in thr~e or four _d ays," eventually landed in the creek.
racing, he says it is onlv a 1 I
Douglas said. We h~d Just The damage he said, was
passed the second car m fro~t approximately $ l000, and he . hobby and would not think of it
I
as a career, because of the long
of us when we reached a bend m had to replace the : entire left
q.:re road, an_d a creek ran front side of the car.
hours and hectic schedules.
I
thro,ugh there als~. We thought _, Bec~use of the speed, which
I .
He is still ·undecided about
. the .road went straight along the -s ometimes .-reaches 100 miles
'- _ c~eek~ ~ut it rea]ly turned to the per hour, Douglas said he never _ his next rally, .but he may
nght." .
compete this spring.
- realized what° was ·happening

·

l

I(appa Signza

School Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address - - - - - - - - -~--

Apt. _ __

City/State--- - - - ' - - - - - - Zip - - ·Mail-coupon to:
·U.S .News & World Report .
- & WORLD RePORT Room 264, 2300 N St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

u.s.News

. Listen for the News Blimp, on wuNH, brought to you
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The New Hampshire
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Little Sisters'.

.

stud.e nt

newspaper

val,uable experienc.e and
valuable $$$$1

-

All Girls Welcome
Oct. 11th

8-10 p.m.

.

Work ·for your award w1nn1ng ·

and ga·in

Open .R ush

I

-~ ~S,!:~s_i~o~ ~~!_- _ ~ __ ..... _ _ 1

Apply in Rm. 108 ·
of the MUB ... TODAYf ·
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By JIM DAVIS

·GARFIEL D
AND

0ARFIELl7 5MOUU'
BE FINPING-T~A'T
ROB6ER MOT DOG
IN Ml5 60WL
RIGJ.li A6OUT NOW

HE.5H0ULP Bf

COMING FOR Mf.

Rl6'M1 -AOOUT. ..

ltiitl
-S UBURBAN SUSPENSE ..
tf.lE OFFtcAL .OCJ(, Wl-llffl..E. !./AS
&-nw.N ·

THt:.

W.AR. IS O rJ

pAtJi" pAtJt -

e. 1' .

'I

·::

·' -~

:..

•

.J:. .,...

..

·By DAVE -TWOM-EY
.

,

.

1/

. \

:r

over the ordinance. ·
Tin Palac·e·s plans were
turned down because it is
within 250 feet of a residential
area. Businesses which serve .
alcohol on the premises are not
allowed · to expand near
residential zones·.
"Who wants .to fight the
town,•• said Peter Grace, a
manager at the Catnip Pub.
"All we want to do is expand
. our- business. We want to see
everyone satisfied.•• .

....... Bv.r R..£vol.vrtoN s rlL'snli..~ 1/\/ n-tE f-lE,q~ rs oF
f,q r.e1onc

CANINES AL..c OVER..

,_../'.

fl: ~~-:.:----..---..-..1.
7

l ~RUSS- -_- -- . · l

ltl•e is: ~
1W

.1 -

~ Haue a great tall - uh... -

1

l ,:, Horne _ ~~ ,.,
1HOW llllS umir 11'111? .

B.C.

By JOHNNY HART

l I mean autu,mn. __

l-

j
l

.

l . ~· "' ·-~, ..:. -Jllllfl LOue. ,Michela l

l-_r..s._ waoo.a necll..~ 1: .. __,

hornyplatep hobia
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,_ NEW,.c:S .
.-_URGEN-:. ·ATTENTION PROGRAM AUTHORS
Your original program may be
worth $$$ i~ the
' $1 bill lo-, software- ·1-narkef.
' . . ,': ~
~
:·•;
-

Learn about this excitirig:·and
un-ique method o'f selling your
works.

*

No agents
• 'No hidden fees
• No commissions

CROSSWO RD PUZZLE

Write today for free ·details.

·

. PROGRAMMERS' F>IPEL~NE
Dept. D, P.O. BOX 666,
GLENDORA,CA, 91740

:t ~~~
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ACROSS
1 Wi gwam
6
10
14
·
lS

Mi ss d 'O r s·ay
Emul a te s 6 - Acros s
1938 movie. " Ch icago"
Ho rs e c olor.

th!~/ .\.

13
18
19
23
24

S9 Envfronmen\a l

· · '
field
17 Incre asin gly nea r
(3 wil s : )
20 1961 movie . "David
"
and de cologn e
21 22 Tennessee powe ,.

60
66
67
68
69

40 Met ,·ic volume
42 Aswan -!. .<, river

. 43 1ndic1n 'i~at e '
4 5 Of an aqe ·
46 ~lefarious
~ ; Blubber

sc ien ce ( abbr. )
Luxu r y (3 ·wds . )
Squid-like
de f ense
Come next
Harry Oeiafon te
so ng

70 Fe nc ing foil

comp le ~

71 ''ihe defe nse - "

23 T1!n~i.nn l1 wds . )
,11 Iii rd call .
1
29 195B mo vie. 'God ' s
Little -:-- "
30 " - !!aw"
31 Chin e<; e port

· DOWN
l )pasin

2 t-'a k<' b iq qer
"

\ ~ ll ub bu~sa

-12 J amous fountain

(3 wd s . )
57 Exc lamati o n o f d isg u~t ·
58 2 . 0 gra de- poin t
ave r a ge

16 Mrs . Davi d Cop ptir-

33 "T hree men i n 35 More convinc ed
du e~ ~.
Jg -

~

SC- Mythol ogical twins

~a bb r . )

1-opular han(Jou t<;
ramnu~ cow
Ma c edonian city
Diavolo"
"~

wrap
Kna ve
Ancie n t i ns t rumen t s
"
Mi lan··s "La Spa n is h man ' s name

,

i'J. ;_,;,;'//-

lmu l a te. Min ni e

Zep hyr

62 Ch ~mi i:<l i s uf fi .x
6.3 On ce· r1ame d

One, wa y t o pa y

6~ ·Pref i x : se l f
65 r rench possessive

SIT
POWN.

] 'Y

Ge orqe Best's s port
One o f Sa ntd's
reind Pe r
53' Ro ck et <; t aq e
54 Trem b ling
55 1\uth or of ol d
56 Ac t o r Gre e ne
6 1 fo ut~ ,qrb up

Charqed particle

~\

C

38 Take t en
41 Emu la t ed Romeo
44
4B
50
52

50flt1HINfl

10 1HFrrEFF£J;f.
I.

Nucle a r partic.le
What old g ra ds _do
Ba ke r's i ng redie nt
At:tor Nevi 1 l e Unmatched
No bel prize -wi nner ·
Root
-

Ty pe - of j eans

(2 wds. )

~

25 Mr. Shaw
26
27
32
34
36
37

((

};

~~ ~~~~,,~~
---~\~,.

- CROSSWORD ANSWERS, page 23 .·
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/

··• Luscious
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'

·Loue Hathu~ -Natu. · Beth; -.
·· . -, , Chris & Jouce · 1. '
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forty yea'rs. He dies twice in the
show. His solo death ·is very ·
~c1ean, but his second death is
discour agi•n g because · you
expect him to have a grandio se
death in the rape scene. He ·
doesn't.
The fathers, H ucklebee. and
Bellamy . played by Ross
Martine au and Stewart Brown,
· remind you of Laurel and
Hardy. Ross is tall and thin and
has comic ally spasti c
movements. Stewart is more
cumbers ome in make-up. They
work wen · together j .n their
spunky dance about how to
manipul ate children. It's fun.
The 1:>oy, Matf,~ played by
Michae l •· Tobin, .: was very

, ·

·

(continued fr.om page 17)

similar to Bamm-B amm ( on - the tree, and tinsel is rain . .
the Fred Flintsto ne show)~ but Wherra new scene approac hes
'
it worked well. He is trying to the narrator tells us.
When
made.
is
change
set
.No
'
is
He
is.
really
he
be older than
20 years old. He "has an a prop i~ needed, the miine,
Steve Davis, hands it · to the
educatio n".
The girl next door, Luisa, is actor. He never draws attentio n
played ,by ,· P.J. Durack an~ when_ he makes the switch, but
Stephan ie Vogel. Dur3:ck 1s he mimes well.
believably ditsy. She fits EI
Gallo's descript ion-of being s·o
The set is well balance d and
"vain" that she's "incurab ly
to the eye. The
soothing
ingenue
great
a
insane". She's
with a metallic quality in her . lighting works well with the set
by hei'ghte ning the drama
· voice.
Vogel works but she's to<? during the ".rape" and "round
the world" scenes.
literal.
The mu.sic is . so Ii d .
The set is elaborat e, but not
icks is an all-arou nd
Fantast
·
whole
the
of
style
The
realistic.
show is theatrica l. A red stick good show. Go see it if you can,
represents the wall, a lad4er is but it may pe sold out.

Ta.ke a day off from smo king • Nov.17,,1983
the great american smokeout
the great american smokeout
the .great american smokeout
.the great american sniokeout
the ·great .american smokeout
.

.

CRO SSW ORD
ANS WER S

. $20 per acade,~}i ,~ .

tr~ ·l

stop .by Roo"-7 !DB. Fri· tlje}i /108
t,etw een 10 a.m. and ?:p:in..

f

______ ;
~:;

-'"$- Ross University ... ··
:w·

Ross University otters s~1pcrior courses of study leading to
qualified degrees in Medicine and Veterinary Medicine. The
School is localed on the beautiful Caribbean Island or Dominica. an English-speaking
country with a stable government and friendly relations with lhe U.S.A. All courses
arc taught in English by otitslan·ding faculties from the U.S. Also financial aid
available.

SC.H OOL OF MEDICi NE

• American Medical School Curriculum• 78 .4% pass rate ECFMGby Ross grads. We ·
have affiliations and wor~ing agreements in more.than 40 hospitals in the US where
our students do their third and fourth years of clinical c;lerkships •Accredited• Listed
in Directory of Medical Schools. World Health Organization • Over 90% of our
Graduates are doing their residency in U.S. Hospitals.

SCHOO L OF VETER INARY MEDICI NE

• American Veterinary School Curriculum • Accredited and listed in AVMA Directory.
Portions of curriculum taught on campus in St. .Kitts and in lhe US 31/z .years
veterinary medicine program. Transfer applications accepted. All applicants should.
write to: Ross University, Clarence Buller. Director P.O. Box 266. Roseau
. Dominica, W.I. or Caribbean Admissions, Inc .• 16 West 32 St.. Dept. 1. New York.
N.Y. 10001.

Shibumi
Fresh new fashio ns
for the man with
a distinc tive outloo k
on life.
Shibumi ... on the 19ft in
Tai-pan Alley.
· 1 7 Ceres Street
Portsm outh, ·New Hamps hire (603)436-8383
another· Macro Polo product ion

Hel pb~ .
the world
together,
one friendship
at a time.

Bean
exchailge •
student.

International
Youth Exch~g e, a
Presidential ,Initiative
for peace sends teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families. Go to new
schools. Make new
·
friends.
If you're between
15 and 19 and want
to help brjng our
world together, send
. for information.
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·oaJ. -10th ,J\:Jl.riiversary~Ceil hr~ti_o n_:

// io Days o·f Special Savings~ . ~:. ·
,,r• .
, .: 1
,,'

I

./ .
TUESDAY OCT. 11th
20% OFF
ALL ·MUGS
· AND ·
JIGSAW
PUZZLES

MONDAY OCTOBER 10th
20% OFF .A LL
GHEETING CARDS -

-WEDNESDAY OCT. 12th
20% 0.FF
ALL
POSTERS

&
CALENDARS

THURSDAY OCT. 13th
20% OFF

.

FRIDAY OCTOBE_R 14th
20% OFF ALL
FISHER PRICE TOYS

ALL
STUFFED
ANIMALS

MONDAY ·OCTOBER 17th
20% OFF ALL
BOOKS-INCLUDING
_____M_u_
-, s_1_c_B_o_o_K_s_ _....,,,

SUNDAY OCT. 16th
20% OFF ·
·. ALL
HALLOWEEN
STUFF

·.

\

SATURDAY OCTOBER -15th :
20% OFF ALL STICKER-S, ·. ·_
~ BUTTONS, ERASERS,
WHIFFLE BALLS, Ff~ ,

.,.,,!

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER ·19th .
20% OFF ALL
-S~ATIONERY,· NOTES &
PAPER-BY-WEIGHT

TUESDAY OCTOB:E·R-:} :8th -·.
'nt~
•
_20% _OFF)\,b L~: ..v ; ,:~/.v:
PARTY SUPPLIES
& GIFT WRAP

the book- -'n Card loft ·
-...,--.

,.CJ;,e

, __ ,:....~•---

.

.

'. ~II<•

,

,.l

:'J.

:~,>_

v1 3Ro':ii(-:"',
~ytih ~;Bi:-,·.·~ .:,,·,·➔ t.3 (.,;;,.

t'''I

~

:2u
;r~·)

:.:,c;····· -- ... . . · _

book loft opened in the fal I
1 S7 3 as a book and record ~tore. Our oak and iron staircase curved onto th~.~ ~in floor of town and campus. In the years since then., we have moved the staircase, added two rooms, taken down walls, ·
gotten "in.to" cards and stationery, traded town & campus our re~ords ·for their posters and toys, become hiaj'o·r ·
supplier of music, fallen in love with st'uffed animals--and been constantly "kidded" about how often we rearni"ng.e .
the sto·re . But the one thing that hasn't changed is our pleasure in doing busi·ness with the students at UNH a,nd the
residents of Durham and surrounding communities. It is unique and exciting.

a

Please h"elp us celeprate our 1 0year commitm_ent to difference and excellence. Take advantage of some gre·a t specials
and · register to win:

* ,·o
*
*
*·
*
. :. *

Helium Balloons (in a bun<?h) once a mohth for 10 months ($75:oo value.)

$1.().00 worth of stickers from our fabulous ?election

10 months of greeting cards: 2 cards per month for 10 months up to $25.00 total value
$10.00 gift certificates (1'0 winners)
10 posters (up to $50.00 total value) . -

··*

",_1'0 ice· cream oones from the Classic Cone ( 10 ·w inners- - 1 .cone each)
JO mass market paperback books _
( up to $50.00 total v~lue)

· ·.,. ·* <:- 10 record albums from t&c's "top 20" ($5.97 each for a total value of $59.70) _

.*

10°rolls or packages of gift.wrap & 10 bows (up to a total value of $25.00)

*_

10 prizes ·~specially for_ those und~r 10 years of age: a combination of fisher price toy OR stuffed a~imal, children's
- book or st1ckers.;.totalling $10.00.
·
.
.
_
..

» ~: -:.~

.

~

"

., _

64 -·Main Street - o ·u rham ·
868~9661_ _op~n 7 days/~eek - _
American .Express .- Maste.r card - VIS/\·· .
.
free gift wrapping '
- ,: - --~

1~
; .'- ~•-

~-------~----~---■---~-----~------------------!!!!!!!!!I!'!!!!!!!!~~~~
!
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Help Wanted ,. : :

,. tI

[)1]
.

TYP.ING SERVICE: Retired secretary.
Experienced in all types of papers. Will

~~~~f~!. ~f:~~~~

. -·~ -~·-· · . ·<'~-:: ·'..

c:~P~:a~7i1~hit:~~~g~
WAN.TED:COMPANION TO LIVE IN-WITH _ . 7078. Durham.
_ELDERLY , WOMAN
IN DURHAM /"-7 J:ALllGRAPHY . .peso"r-\ alized . -lettering
SAL.ARY, ROO_l\/1 _
A ND . BOARD. LIGHT .: /,,d,on'e for invitations, signs, posters,
HOlJSEKEEe J;N,G ·-o:uTIE _S. CAR . s:tationery, etc. Make a specialized
AVAIL_A BLE'.'~/J~'OUJRE >'.MORNINGS . keepsake unique for you and the
ROOM 319 J~M~$'': HALL. ·
occasion. Contact Holly (after 6:00 p. m.)
OVEHSEAS JOBS:':Summer/yepr round .
7_4_2_-_9_2_9_9_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Eurqpe, S. Amer., · Australia, Asia. All
Fiddle, Banjo, guitar lessons from
Fie l.d s. $ 5 0 0 - $ 1 2 0 0 mo 1_1 th I y.
professional player. 659-2658.
Sightseeing . Free info. Write- ·IJC Box -52-•~,,.~~ ~
.,-,. .
______ _
NH Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
~
- CLASSIFIED HELR WANTED SKI ··,:
Personals ,
-~
-,
INSTRUCTORS ALPINE 2 Supervisors~
,- . ,
.
Full , & part time instnuctors. NGRDIC .
Tou ~) ng Director Full & Part Time -_; - :LOST: -18" . sjlver Herringbone necklace
instt uctors. Call OrWr.ite ... GtJnstockArea
on Tues., Wed . or Thurs ., Sept 27-29th.
Attnf Sharon WorRmah. POB 336,
Somewh,ere between the CAT NIP PUB
Lacd_
h ia, N.H. 03247 J 603-293:4341 .
ahd.. DOVER .. Great sentimental value.
'R
d c
·
15 positions immediately at 8 weeks. 2nd -~ •·t eW-ar . .: alJ_~teve at home 749 " 9360 or
& 3ifd shifts weekly o.r weekend 1st shift ' work 868 · 9691 · Thank you!!
'
weeRend . 8 hours/ shift at S4.00/ hr. NHC
Lost: one grey kitten . About 3 months old.
6 Gr;ove St. Dover, N.8. 742- 7716. ATTN:
Last seen Oct. 1, 1983 on Madbury Road,
Pete't J. Weiner.
.•.Dmham. _If you have seen her, pl~as_e call
WO~K STUDY Help wanted at the
. c· ath at 868 · 7253 or Jes_s at T&C (868 ·
Portsmouth Recreatio,n .. Qepartmer.it,.,.·":··.9 61 ). Re"."'a rd .will be g:ven. She is of
lndivjduals needed to help supervise
sentimental value . Thanx.
recreation facility. Nights and some
MULTI-COLOR WINDSOCK--STOLEN! It
weekends a musL·Please call Leslie-• -a.t ,.•'-' .,.~is a souvenir_fr0m Seatt-le and .was taken
431 12000 ext. 263 for appointment.
from the back of Delta· Zeta Soror,ity. I am
HELP.'WANTED':' Amati;ire phot 9 grapher is ; sad ii!nd .mad abo_ut losing it. Please return
lookihg for female models to pose for · to Barbara Noyes, housemother at DZ.
Glamour, Swimsuit, LLngerie . and nude __ ValucJble · piec.e - of gold jewelry with
pho(os . Pay rari'ge $4 to $8 per hour. You
Amethyst (purple) stone was lost. If found,
will ;receive a rl:iinimum of 2. hrs. pay per
call 868a184R Reward.10/21.
sitti ~g.AllphotpsWILLNOTbeofferedf6'r ·
A ff-Day wish for you, Nance Hope
sFalef unless yo ~ request that they be sqld ,
··_eyerything comes out f-loating ypur way .
or :an applicat ion write: Photo;: PO BQ1$ , .· .
,
32, l'iJ .Hamptorf, N.H. 03862 . All inquiries
your fiber-loving friends: Fart -Face, Bit~h
are t:ionfidentia{
and space. PS Is turtle - -coming up ?
..
--,.·.. . .--::· . . ,.. ·,,... ·-- <r.:;c;,,,,,,.;r-J ti'n~Yoli l<'n ow al have conridence in you,

Tracy H · ·
Please.

. Call Joe R,

868-1885

It's better on a futon.

A belated Birthday to a bootleg, Barry,
Bore, beer, butt friend,. How many people
do you know would hitchike to a happy
hour on crutches? The bathroom trip was
gn awesome feat (no pun intended) The
·, words really are " Jack he is a banker,
Jane she is a sl--" Love, GML.
Hank has a serious problem! Can anybody
help him he hasn't gotten lucky fo 31
days. Hank is in room 110 Christiansen.
M&M: In you own words, "You Bio\/\( Me
Away!" I can't get you out of my mind! I
" keep remembering ... Puddle Dock, Wier's,
1-4-3, canting cars at F.H., pizza, Jackson
Browne, YOU . I keep dreaming ..
Christmas. Sprjng Break, Reunion, US.
-Only' 68 now! _Piece-a-Cake! Speci.ally
when we love. And I do, Monkey. - '

T9 the delightful sisters of Chi Omega: Ha
ha ha ha _ha!! Smooth move Tuesday
night. Why do you think the Greek system
·has a bad rep at UNH? Did the cops tell you
to "Beat It" when they pressed charges
for -disturbing the peace? You . are so
obnoxiously loud, we know all your songs
by heart now ourselves. By the way, is.it a,
requirement to be fat to get into your
sorority?

What's that in his pants? Ask the salesg i rl
in SHIBUMI.
.
·- .
Bedroom Eyes: Here is the question: Is it
possible that there is something in
between being a wife and being just
another barrette behind your bed? What is
Bumpkins, even though I'll l:>e far away
the Answer? Signed, cupcake .
.
from you on Saturday, you'll still be in my
ATTENTION P. HERMS: This is ge.tting to
thoughts and very close to my heart,
-~e stupid. Fve put · up with visiting your
Happy 2 Year Ariniversary!!! I miss you!
obnoxious roomie in hopes to see you, but
Love always, Your "Little Bear"
·
to no ava"il. I dug up a fake. ID for Nick 's .
Libby, how DO you put up with that bunch ·
hopingyou'dbetherehangingout(lknow ·.
_of weirdos you live with at 17 Mill Road?
you don 't drink), but t_
h at w.asn't any good
either. I went to every hockey game just to
8&13: "You wili lose, you'll be our slaves,
~ee you play, but what did that _g et me? · Yoa ~ne, Happy;birthvileek! It's about time ' we ' ll drink you both into your graves ... "
About as much as eating in Huddleston
But, seriousl'y, lets battle lat.e Saturday.
we ·. met Buzz y, what _
d'ya say?
got me. I don't care if your teammates call
· Get · in ·tou·ch • f-or details. Remember ,
A.T.A.G .FAI.Lj'. Shall w,e-- ~li'{in g? _-Zil
you "Hermies" or "ET" or if you were
· b reakfast in; bed, but no eggs'! Yo favorite
the Spudwoman
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
i3lwayslateforclassandlocikedlikeyou'd
schlammds. P.S. Don't wa~te yer time
just come in from a major windstorm . I
Yo-yo, Hey dude, congrats. you 're finally . training .
Uke it. But I'll tell ya, b'u ddy--if something
legal! We will rock -this town and be real
I rn i c:~ hQr, I rnic:<: .h<>rl L o ~t .' an<>gr<>vkittQn
e:\Nin.g,;,r.:. (in m11 cruic:<> mal:i i l<>) L aw>, dadoesn't · develon soon . · well.. .. watch
with flea collar . About 3 months old . Last
yourself on the way home from practices
do
seen Oct_. 1, 1983 in the area of Madbury
this year.. .
It happens this Sunday night, October 9th .
Ra : Durham: If you have seen her please
C.::JA: Don't worry about so -much . Things
'from· 8:00-10:00 . SAE Little Sister Open
call Cathy at 868- 7253 or Jesse at T & C
Hush!
·
were meant to be perfect, so we have no
(868-9661 )· There is a reward!!!
choice. Thing~ are beautiful! So are you!
Tina: next time you're -in the
"Principles of Liberty" - Five or ten.-week
love, YDf. .
--. , .• neighborh9od, stop by and check out the
programs offered. Write "Seminars,''.
Mike "Shampoo": Archie Su--- (Stink_s). _ Mahal. PS. Love ya lots, too!!
R.F.D. 2", Box 591, Epping, N.H. 0304.2 or
CONGRATS :TO B. BOWDEN AND , K. • Happy _Birthday J. WARD~EY and C.
call 679-5262 for details ..·
·
LEBLANC, THE NEW CO-DIRECTORS OF
REINGOLD two days late. Hope it was
Bring
your
friends
to
,,
SAE
LITTLE
FRESHMAN CAMP!!! (yee(,leeaaaaaahhh
wild! -·
·
SISTER OPEN RUSH Sunday October
h CREW!)
Erin, How the hell i:lre ya?!! No matter
9th from 8-10. All girls ar,e welcome!
what an yone says or ·what color your hair .
Matt D. and Aridy L.: Have a wild time at
,Mir-No more "Wierd" Rules! Def. Distinct
is, I sti!I luv ya!! Your a super nice person ·
UVM this weekend, but when you 're
Behavior in a couples actions. (English
· and I'm glad I met yoa. Just wanted to say
605).. Does- thi~ r.nean no happy hour? If
passed"· o'ut on· the· 19th hole ·:and tiunf '
Hi.
Good-luck
with
Foom!!1
I'm
getting
a
over on the 25th, don't call me!
Raquetball then Happy Hour. T?ke it or
hair transplant!!!
leave it : (Divorce Settlement) (Pressure,
Sandy, Paul.a -and Heid~ babes-Howab0ut .
Hey Yo! Have a fqop.iri' inc~ed.ible . too!) Bytheway-_Wt}ogetsthewineDebt?
some macaroni and cheese, or a Scorpion
birthdayJ It's about time you reached the
Deb Lee F- Thanks for the incredible Bbut I'll wish you viel gluck anyway!! See at the - MAIKAI?•. The grnupies a,e BJJ
big 2-0! Luv Ya you Poop face! _Di
Day celebration. You were right. The big
'/
.__ _ ,s.r,-.•,-,.,L ill'=.,";'<S·E< • . ,., ..,.--~1'ri..you ·-after the,.·ord_
e al on Saturday ... my bound. Sandy my brother says Hi! I love
Happy
Birthday
Louise!
It's
a
little
late
but
2-1 went out with a bang. I think everyone
·'
ruir ~
le
racquet?? Val. PS "Hi" Sharon---How's you guys, see ya Kristen.
Hey,
its
,
the
tnought!
Right?
Hey
Cathy,
enjoyed
themselves (including Papa
channel 11 ??? P.P.s·. Hi" again Phil M .
SAE LITTLE SISTERS OPEN RUSH starts
Pretty soon I'll have as r.nuch hair as you
Pasquale) _01' Man River in 2 part
19~8 Buick Lei abrE'l,, Er,f.gi'r:1e ah d .6oct.y1t~r ( .,_i1'1 ey , all . 'yo'lJ '° suffering Kl~ESIOLOGY S_unday, October 9th from 8:00-lc:00. All
do!!! Just thought I'd say hi. Keep eating
harmony will never be the same !(Thankg
excellent shaR:~- Recently profe!'isionplly = ... students,-,.. wasn't that exam an absolute girls are welcome .
·
Cath-you'II grow!!! Love-ya, Jeff
god) You're lucky you · have such a
pai rj.ted. AM/~M cassette with-\Pipp:~.e r -!-( "ITCH?(. WtJo has tape recorq~-rs on? Di_d To Heather C. of Y_oung Drive. Remember:
clueless
roommate . It's good .to have_you
... St. Pauli- ·so now you're 20? Hotsh.- - .
speakers. Veric{ reliable transportation.
you catch that~ Yes?) Part~ . hard th1s .· &So,yiAg your desk,at a church 'flea market;
back kid.
·
Head for the Lincoln ·· Lodge arid ; few
$6 .GO. 868-7291. Ask for Scott . Leave
weekend . 6§2 ers-_ (espec1al_ly you . "Alice's Restaurc!nt''. ; being chased by
sleigh-rides. From the first time you
message.10/ 1.1.
Jeanne - I still love you - but just as a
Therapeut1_c Rec. maiors!)--or;_ he II break · monsters on·· Halloween night almost
donned _the bunny ears right down to the
neighbor (plus a little)
you limbs in lab...
love, Me
bej ng sic_k at every part we had; ·g etting
Motor.cycle for sale. 1975· Hond? 550-. · .
· boxer shorts I've known you were
Steven, This semester has been
yel_led at for talking during Politcal
To c1II _touchy-feely couriselors - Get
four Supersport. Excellent condition,
clueless, cute, but clueless . .This weekend
great ... too bad school keeps getting iri the
Science; bagels before class; and all th~
psyched for a screaming time at the·
clean , includes accessories. $750 or B.O.
maybe you cduld remove a half keg off the
way!! We both have to '. 'hiMhe-books",
good tI_mes we had together. Why don t
banquet Friday._Love ya! - Action
CalL868-5241.
wall, walk the gutters 6r have another
but I just want you to know that I'm
you write to yourfnend Lissa? S_he misses
bottle of champagne. But, whatever you
Saturday night's party is going to be even
Queen size mattress and boxspring. 1
thinking about you!!!(as usual..) P.S. y_o_u_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,,_ _ __
do
remember-this
is
your
birthday,
don't
wilder than the first one - right Ghetto?
year old. Used 6 ,months . Very
Stolen any sighs lately?, Estes muy
Suzanne, I've been waiting for :someone
fight the feeling, you'll always be a
RIGHT
.
comfortable! $150.00 or best offer. Brand
simpatico! (Hi Phil)
like you to steal my heart! I'm glad you
biscuit, I'll stop by, no lie. October 9, 1983
new (9 / 83). - Real.istk 40 watt boosterJackie
Than><,
for
breakfast.
You're
a
W. ,R .W.
'.'PEDRO" And "GEORGIE-PORGIE" of enjoyed_ y_o u're gift last wee.k . I'll alway§~
equalizer. 5 ban~s: ·CE.D. output meter s.
Sweetheart!
AKAK, When will you get a clue?!?! How
by ready to walk, talk,.or go to Pista·c hio s . . ALLRIGHT HETZEL 3rd- -The plagtJe has
Paid $60.00. Sell for $50.00 or best offer.
long do you have to be stared at?!?! SHY 2
Have a 9009 weekend ... K.C.
To tt,e Acacia pledges - Hope you are
Leave message --if -,not home.
past so party it up and raise the roof, free
recovering well from a wild night last
(Too).
·
· ·
This weekend see "M *A*S *H* ". At
at last come by anytime. (This means you
FOR SALE: TWffAIRLINE TICKETS . One
night . More good times will follow! - The
Peter Cottontail)
Ted E. Psych.ed to have you as my big bro!.
Parsons Hall L 101 for only$ 1.00. Shows
first class ticket to any domestic city and
Brothers
We'll have a riot! Love ya ,- Cam
are-7:30p.m Friday and Saturday even ing.
one first class UPGRADE from a coach
SAE, SAE SAE Little Sister Open Rush,
· Brought to you by_ your Area Ill
All ___neigl:)boi s ,ar~ neuter right
Sunday October 9th from 8-10 pm. So get
tick%t to any dom_e ~tif.ci,t,~. "fWA MUST BE
DOC - To my new Big Bro., Can'twaittobe
Programming Board.
everyone? RIGHT
USqO BEFORE NOVE~'tBJij _1p., . ,1_983 .
psyched and come on over!!!
your little sister! Xanadu
Call Mal 862-1792 days or 659-2805.
Support Group for victims of ·rape and
To all the Phi Mu pleges. Bids night is only
"2001- A UNH Odyssey" Homeco.ming
John, You make it all worthwhile. Thanks
sexual assault. Meets Tuesday_
s, 12:30FOF{ SALE: One pair of red frye boots Size
'83 Oct. 20-22. Do it up right. Start your . the beginning! Get psyched for a super
for the greatest two years. Love, Penny .
2p.m.,
Counsel
ing
and
Testing
Center,
semester!! Love ya, a loyal Phi Mu
8½ womens, perfect condition, $40.00.
FLOATS now.
FOR RENT: Cozy two bedroom duplex . Further info, call Ellen Becker 8~2-2090
Call Holly at 868-9711.
Are you concerned about your future?
Kathy MacK. ,, Do you stiil luve me even
located near Bow Lake in Strafford, NH 20
Come to the Peace Study and Witness
96" Sofa. Very comfortable, fair
though your favorite personal didn't go in
Congratualations to l,..ynnie and Rob,
minutes from Durham. Faculty, Staff,
Group meeting Sun. Oct. 9 at 6-8:30.
condition , must pick up . $75 .00. 431when I promised it would? Chris definitely
you'll make great brother and sister!!!
Graduate Students or: Professional people
Catholic
Student Center. We will be
2571 after 5:30.
does not luve you because you callep her
only. $325 / mo. plus utilities. Call 664To whomever in abvertently took - my
evaluating our Prayer Vigil, discussing
nasty names, She remembers!! Dinner
Pioneer 3 way speakers . 25 watt min.,
9547 after 5:00 p.m .
wallet Saturday from the Library reserve
Euromissils and Planning for the
soon at my "apartment?-" Luve and
160 watt max. 12" woofer. Paid -$350for
Education Week- Nov. 5-12 : For more
floor . The money does not matter, but the
Sophomore Slump always, Jamie.
JD: Now you know how an expectant
pair. 1 ½ years ago. Will sell for $200 for
info. Call 862-1165 Mon.-Fri .. Bring your
wallet and the pictures inside are very
mother feels (except YOU don't have to
pair or B.O. Call Chip at 868-1267 . After
There are only 3 weeks remaining foryo·u . - concerns to the meeting!
personal and I would li ke them returned .
flee to Siberia!) Don't worry, it'll be here
700 p.m.11 / 7 .
to
order
your 1984 Granite Yearbook, so
No question s asked: Please leave it at the
next week ..
don't PROCRASTINATE! Order on now
MUB information Desk or the Main Desk
Stereo albums and tapes. Over 1100
Pseudo - You're beautiful; I Love ya; don't
at the Library . It would mean a great deal . and enjoy it forever.(Seniors do not need
brand new, factory sealed. Mostly rock. ·
to fill out the forms on pay for the book).
you ever forget it. Things will workout in
to me to have them return'ed. Thank you ,
Ideal for re-wholesale or flea markets.
time. Remember, I'll always be here-for
Carolyn Dunn.
Selling $500. 749-2626.11 /7.
Minifest on Saturday Oc't.8th includes
you I too will treasure it always.
To the futur.e Mrs. Daniel Libby: Just want • live music from 12 noon till 6:00, face
Professional Video Gear. Commercial
painting, fresh apple cider , volleyball,
To the Wild and- Crazy girls in the cymba4
to let you know that I am so very happy
VCR, camera, studio and camera lights,
hackie-sack, hugging and much more
section--Here's to Tootsie Pops and the
that you have chosen me as your Maid of
tripads, unipod, batt., etc. All.new . Worth
come
.on down to the minidorms and
good
.
times
ahead.
I'm
psyched
for
Honor
.
It
means
the
world
to
me.
You and
$4500. Selling $1850. 749-2626 .
check it out! See You There!!
another sectional party, next weekend
Dan are like my own special family, and I
For Sale: 1979 VW Convertible. Bought
sound all right? We ' ll all be eating
am so proud a·nd excited .that you have
Happy Birthday Krism . I don 't think you
new in 1980. Collector's item . Showroom
M&M's, pickles, and Chocolate Nuggets
included me in your wedding pla_ns:
realize how much your friendship means
condition . Low mileage. AM / FM stereo.
and washing it dowri with fun!! Love Ya.
Thanks! I love you both!! Lisa.
·
to me. -Enjoy you day. Sarah.
Appraised at $7400. Will sell for $6600.
Murry
Get Psyched for SAE Little Sisters open
Call'749-4303 after 5:00.
Homecoming '83- - "2001 a UNH
EUROMISSILES, The Peace. Study and
rOsh from 8:00-10:00 on Sunday night
Odyssey" Oct . 20-22nd. -Get your Floats
For Sale : 1967 VW Bug, new tires, car
Witness Group will be discussing this
October 9th. All are welcome!
Started Now!!
·
runs well, $350. Call 868 - 1195.
issue Sunday night, October 9, from 6Janice and Courtney Get Psyched for the
Yo Spud, Welcome back to UNH for the
8 :30. Join us for supper, a discussion of
FOR SALE; MUSTANG II , 1976, Standard .
best weekend! We're going home! 'Love
weekend . Get psyched it's gonna be a
Tuesday's prayer vigil; and the coming
New brakes, new clutch, new exhaust
Lisa
wild Sat . Nite with Joe and Carolyn.
Week of Education. Room 18, Catholic
system , interior like new, AM / FM rad io,
Although we won't be able to make
Monkey- Do you suck face with many
Stu'dent Center.
unattached Pioneer speakers in doors.
"mudslides", the rum and tonics will be
midgits?
·
Asking $1,000 862-3377 or leave
To Michelle, Val, Sue 0., Diane, -Matt,
flowing, Boston had better be prepared for
message at 868-9760.
To Cris (my roomie ), Jan , Beth, Peggy,
Mike, Mark, Rich, Bill, Brian , Ginny,
us in Novermber, when the two most wild
. Sheryl , Scott.and Kris Thanks for looking _and fun people
Meliss, and everyone else who supported
Please come ,to see a collection of
hit town . Love. ya, Spike
for me Saturday night. I hope I didn't
me through a rough last week . Thank you
honiemeade sweaters. 100% wool. You
AIDS, is primarily a disease for
worry you. Sorry about the colds!! Love
for the . caring and friendship Love,
can order any size, color and design. Tel.
homosexuals, therefore I do not fall' in
yas, Lisa
·
Michele
·
868-5236. ZARIN only . Sat. Sun. 1st and
your category. Sorry to disapoint you.
2nd·Oct . 8 & 9 ' 0ct
Today is the last day to register for
PEACE and the Euromissiles will be the
Lorraine
Homecoming. "2001- -A UNH ODYSSEY"
topic for Sunday's meeting of the Peace
Vital information about "UFOs": booklet
Save those Soda Can Tabs!!! For every top
Let's do it.
Study and Witness Group. We will also ·
condensed from thesis--sophisticated
you turn into the Women's Center or
evaluate the great success of our prayer
intelligence analysis. Ask for WHAT YOU
ATTENTION The women of KAPPA
Student
Activities Office, The Dover Fire
vigil, and discuss plans for the Week of · PAPPA cordially invite Andrea, Heather,
NEED TO KNOW at Town & Campus, or
Educat ion, Nov. 5-12. Join us at the
send $3.00 to author (John Oswald, P.O.
Patty, Debsie and even you Trudy to our · Department will donate five minutes on a
Dialysis machine for a kidney patient.
Catholic Student Center from 6-8:30.
Box 652, Hampton, N.H 03842). Arrange
open Rush . Refreshments will be served:
free, group meeting with author (write, or
The weekend doesn't end on Sumlar
puffed wheat. "popcorn", p.& cracers etc .!
EXCHANGEES: Thanks for a · terrific
call --926-0395 after 6:30 p.m.).
morning--come IV SA£ Li11/e Sisler Open
We love y'all-! Love , "the origina.l paps",
weeke.nd in Vermont! I really enjoyed
Rush ·on Sunday Night. from 8-1.0pm. ALL
Lynda & Jackie XO
getting to know all of you. Brian, you were
1978 Suburu 5-speed, 76,000 miles, 2
GIRLS ARE WELCOME!
a terrific host!! Hope we can do it -again
riew tires, excellent condition. $2600 0r
WOMAN of great mind and body who
sometime
soon--Robin.
best offer. 659-5976 after 5.
Needed experienced male and female
enjoys exercis ing both, WANTED to share
dancers interested in Jazz dance. I need
occassional weekend escapes to tropical
'76 ·Ford Econol ine VAN. Runs well. $800
Julie J., you're impossible to get in touch
participants
for a project for my
shores in search of the eternal tan by this
or b.o. 659-5017.
with but hope to see you this afternoon for
choreography class . If interested please
'65 Plymouth Belvedere , Slant 6 , . cocktails at 5ish! If not, give a call and · male SUNWHORSHIPPER How shoul.d
call Anina 868-1100 after 10pm . MTW
he go about finding such a partner at
dependable, $195 or b.o. 659-5017.
we'll get together this weekend
.
for details
sometime--RAP.
UNW
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-PEACE STUDY AND WITNESS GROUP
will meet Sunday from 6-8:30 for a
discussion of Tuesday's prayer vigil and
the issue of Euromissiles. Plans will be
made for activities during the Week of
Education, Nov. 5- 12. The meeting will be
at the Catholic Student Center, room 18.
Everyone is welcome.
·

.
•
•
.
9 to 5 secretarial service. Professional
.
.
tvr?!_ng and word processin!J st u_dent
papers. Resume service , 18 String Bridge,
Exeter; .N..Hc;""{603k77Z-.9§a,5...; 1J!.J 4 ,":r " _,~ .. -----. ·~ ..,, ~- _, .. ,, . _ ..•

B.C.--do you know of Captiva and Sanibel Islands? One was the backdrop for a S.I.
bath,in_g suit issue a couple years back.
Other places on future trip lists include
both- primitive and developed shores.
Things like snorkeling , diving, and -sailing
·are possiblities depending on what moves
us.

Hey Terri!!! It wouldn't be the same living
without you!! Happy 2-1 st. Love, Susan,
Carolyn and Gail
Save soda can tabs!! For every top you
turn into the UNH Women's Center or
Student Activ.ities Office, the· Dover Fire
Department will donate five minutes on a
dic1lysi.s machine. for a kidney pa_tient..

The
New
Hampshire
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Oty-Da1ty .
Sun-Sun day only.

.

Fri-Frida y only.
ESu~Oai ly except Sunday.

_EFFECTIVE 9-25-83

-.
NOW SERVING
33-INEW. HAM PSH IRE
COM MU NIT IES

Concord Trallways has taken over the. Michaud
Trailways -New Hampshire seacoast to Boston bus

·route. That means better-than-ever bus service connecting Dover,.Durham, Rochester and Exeter with
Boston.

NCO
Fc,r men lntoanatlon, call toll free:

From New Ha. . . . . 800,_852-3317
800-258-3722
England:
From the NSt of _New
.
.
.
.
-

\

I
I
II

I
II

-------------------

We've trimmed· our schedule to offer _you the
fastest •ever bus service to Boston, up .to 25 .
minutes faster than before. ·
I

READ DOWN

9-7-83

ICHEDUU: Nos.

-1 1
I
II ·.

:'~ ~~ s;: II ·
I ■OSTON, u!.!.~!... ~......... :v El:s: ~;~
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1
10 81 ··---- I
12 10 2 os
II n.....
. i::.,~:,e.~~:-~.--~:::::::::::::::::::::::~ .12 30 ..2.~ I !I I so:::::: I ·
1
-DOV ER I

Concord Trailways new same-day roundtrip fare•to
Boston is just $10.95 from Rochester, Dover, Durham or Exeter. That's a savings of as much as
$10.45 over previous fares. If you plan on being
out-of-town one to .three nights, our 4-day roundtrip
·
is just $12.95.

I

BOSTON_;.EXETER-DURH~M ·
DOVER...:.ROCHESTER_;.SANFORD

I

BOSTON, MASS.
Trallwa,s But Tennlnal

555 Atlantic Ave. (Across
from South Station)
Tel. 817,42-862 0

BuaStopll arut

DUAHA,-, N.H~
Young'• Rntaurant

Tel. 603-742-2990

Tel. 603-888-2688 .

DOVER,N.H.

Chestnut l Third Sts.

48 Main St.

EXETER, N.H. ·

Awenue Mall
48 Portsmouth Ave.
Tel. 800-852·3317

SANFORD, ME.

_ ROCHESTER, N.H.
. King Trawel Center
16 Signal St .
Tel. 603-332-6666

Yorll County Travel
•

144 Main St. -

Tel. 207-324·2134
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House
Line
Bucknell
by 6

UNH at
Bucknell

Aaron
Ferraris

Steve
Langevin

Greg
· Flemming

UNH

UNH

UNH

Lehigh

L~high

UConn

URI
by 1

NE

URI

NE

Colgate
by 1

Colgate

·colgate

BC
by 10

BC

BC

Alabama i1t
Penn St.

Alabama :
by -5

Barna

Oklahoma aj
Texas

OU
by 7

OU

'

SP.O RTS SCHED.U LE ·

I

,._
.-

Old

Ray
Routhier

Grctd

-

UNH

·UNH

UConn

Lehigh

URI

URI

URI

· Colgate

HC

HC

BC

ac

BC

BC

Barna

Penn St.

Barna

Barna

Penn St.

Texas

ou

OU

Texas

OU

UNl:t

FRIDAY- .
Soccer at Maine, 3 p.'m.
Men's Cross country at Maine w/ ·Colby, 3 p.m. ·
Women's Cross country at Maine, 4 p.m.
Men's Tennis' at Connecticut, J p.m.

Gordon
Haaland

Pick 'em

UConn ~t
Lehigh
Northeastern at
URI
Holy Cross at
Colgate
Boston College at
Yale

- Lehigh

- HC

.

SUNDAYField
Hockey
, ,vs. Westchester,
11 a.m
.
. -.
,r
;,
,
,
~

-~

SCOREBOARD
WOMEN'S TENNIS-Postponed until Oct. 18

r---------0-..------------,----1
a-,

-F'IELD_-

•

WILDCAT STATS

( co_ntinued from page 28)

, to _beat them. We played more
-~ offensively . today and the
defense really helped out the
RUSHING
·G
forward line by.pushing the ball
_4
Nicho_ls
up the field." Coach Didio felt
·_AnGaffon
4
;
that the Wildcats played a . '-~ Collins
3
better second half because "we
4-· -': Shriner
_. stopped letting them 'beat us to
Adams
I
the ball and we were able to
. Opdyke - .
'4
finish off the play. Dartmouth
Leclerc .,: f"f~~tiii'Ih;;4$:
is a threat at the circle and has
Kowalski.
l
_ good strong stick~, but we
l
Mastriano
played unbelievable.-"
Not only does_this improve
UNH TOTAL 4 ·
UN H's national fan~ing but it
4
OPP TOTAL
brings them 'Closer to their-goal
of a play off berth at the end of
..., -,-,.~.....,...-~-- ...
the season. ~ ,q.;
·-·
. .

· r:
• '

. I

;·

•

i~~
! '

""-(~(~

1-..

.~

,_I.

_As

FIELD HOCKEY-UNH
Wednesday, Oct. ·5

2, , Dartmouth

MEN'S -TENNIS.;_ Cancelled
No.
39
'19

39
8
5

3
49
l
l
17.4
194

Yds. . Avg. TD
5.1
.3
200
·5_9
·' 172
I
' 4,2
I
3.0
24
0
4.0
20
0
. 4.3 ·
0
B
0.2 . I,~J-2
'6
6.0
0
4.0
4
0
· 613
674

3.5
3.5

6

7

- -

Long
71
16
40
6
12
8
27
6

4

71
. 45

•".

•· .

-·""""'--'·

.. ..

G

RECEIVING ·AnGarron
O'Donnell
Collins .
Peach
6orham
Shriner
Opdyke
Atkinson
Nichols ,

4
.3
4
·3
4 -,' ·, ·2
4
l
4 ·
I
4
I
,l
4 ·

UNH ,TOTAL
OPP .TOTAL

4
4

4·

No.
12
11
8

. "40
52

Yds.
305
·. 128

Avg.
25.4'
·11.6

72

9.0

40 - 13.3
20
10.p
16
16.0
IO
l0.0
7
7.0
6- ' . 6.0' .
604~, ,• 15.l ·
642
12.3

TD
2

-0
0

o·
0
l
0
0
-, 0

Long
54
27
27
- 23
16
16
IO
7
6

1
l

='1i,'-

' ' . Call us toll-free for a IOW'"COSt stude·nr 16an. .

•

;·

anon-profit organizati'on; the Foundation can offer 1-oan·s to stude.nts and parents at
:.

.....

'

..

.,,.~

I, _.

· SOCGER-B~B_sori 2, UNH 0, Tuesday, Oct. 4

.rates
far l.owerJhan commercial
tuition plans or cor:wenHonar consumer-loans.
.
'

"

SATURDAY~
Football at Bucknell; l :30 p.m.
Baseball vs. Lowell, 12 noon
Volleyball, Wildcat Classic, IO a.m.

The Old Grad won again last week, beating Leigh Montville at his own game. This week's
guest is UNH Interim President,'Gordon Haaland.
- .
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Ou/ new Alte-rnat1ve .Loans for <Par,ents and Students (ALPS) is designed -to.·helpyou:.an.d
your family pay for your educational expenses. L~oans range from $4,00QJb $1 Q,O.b Oand
can cover any 1 ~t~monthacade.mic period (including the· com.ing_Sprir)g/84 an<;:i -Fa/1/84 ,_.semesters).
You and your parents will have up to 12 years to repay, with no penalty for early repayment
As an added convenience, you.r application can be made entirely by mail~thereare no
· bank~ to visit, .rio time~consllm'ing interviews. .
·
, ·

In addition to ALPS, the Foundation also administers federal stude"nfloan programs,
including G·uaranteed Student Loans,· Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students,
and Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students.
, Chances are, i·f you ne~d to borrow to pay for your education/~e have a
student loan thaf's just right for yqu.

Ca'II -us:-toll-fre~ for. nipre inforrnati_o,n + _
_._1 ·800·2~5-~LPS (outside N .H-. 1-800-52S'·ALPS). -

,
Ii.

I

.

54
50

4
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Sports
....

Fi eld hOckey do wn s ,D ar tm ou th 2- 1
L.

By Ann C. Sullivan .
The women' s field hockey
team dealt Dartmo uth a 2-1
loss on Wednes day. The 16th
ranked Dartmo uth tied # I UConn this past weekend which
means that UNH will improve
their national ranking . .
. The Wildca~ts display ~d
excelle nt stick handlin g,
especially in the offense as they
constan tly penetra ted the
Danmt: luth -dc:fcnsc .

Couch

Marisa Didio spoke of the ·
t e a m , s p e r f o rm a n c e ·a s .·
"unbelie vable" anq was pleased
wfth the solid insuranc e the win
brought . "With_ the defense
support ing the midfield ers
more we were able to sustain
the offensive thrust,,, accordin g
to Didio.
In the first minutes of the
game Dartmo 'uth 's Cami Tras_k
slipped one in past UNH goahe
Robin Balducc i getting The Big
Green off to a very fast start.
UNH rebound ed close to the
end of the first half with a much
needed goal to keep the game
close. Karen Geromin i and
Laurie Leary used some great
stick handlin g and team work
to set up the first goal, tieing the
two teams 1-1 in the first half.
The Wildcat s only produce d 4
shots on goal in the first half
while Dartmo uth had seven.
In the second half UNH had .
22 shots on goal and held
Dartmo uth to one shot. The
stickhan dling by UNH was
very effe_ctive along with .the
strong shots down field by both
teams; The second goal was a ·
payoff of team work and
alertne ss for Mary Ellen
Cullinan e and the assist she got
from Karen Geromir ii. With
only thirteen minµtes left in the
game Dartm outh tried
unsucce ssfully to get the ball
down UNH 's end with more
s'trong shots down field but was

Wildcats will probably move up from their ~t~ place
The UNH field hockey team i6th ranked Dartmouth Wednesday. The
ranking. (John Litster fil~ photo)

for

•foulin g with
called
dangero us passing and high
sticks .. which ruined their
charices.
After the game there was.
definite enthusia sm for the
young Wildc~t team as they .By J. Barry Mothes
realized they had beaten the Big
The playoff picture is getttng
Green who tied U-Conn last grimme r by the day for the
weekend . Accordi ng to Laurie UNH soccer team. Division
Leary "Dartm outh -is alwciys a Ill's 2nd ranked _ Babson
big rival and we really wanted College . (behind Plymou th
State) shutout the Wildcat 's 2-0
FIELD . page 27

Ro ote rs pla yof f ho pe s .dim

attentio n of an ECAC or
in Wellesly on Tuesday .
NCAA playoff committ ee.
Tuesday 's game marked the
After controll ing much of
halfway point of the season and
the play in the opening half
UNH, now at 2-4-1, faces a
hour, UNH made a defensiv e
demand ing predicam ent. It will
mistake which Babson quickly
realistic ally take an undefea ted
stretch run to grab the · converte d. As the Wildcat
defende rs brought the · ball
upfield, a lazy Crossfield pass
was interrup ted by a Babson
· midfield er who pushed it
through to a streakin g- Shaun
Cunnin gham.- Cunnin gham
was in alone from forty yards
out and finishe d off
successfully for the eventua l _
.
game winner.
Three minutes into the
second half, . it was Cunning ham again, this time ·slightly
less spectacu larly. He lofted a
· seeming ly harmles s shot from
fifteen yards .out which
handcuf fed goalie Joe Kenney.
While Kenney - was trying to
decide whether to catch · it on
the fl-y or t·a ke it on the bounce,
the ball badhopp ed into the
back of the net for a 2-0 Babson
lead.
Tuesday 's shutout continue d
an offensive drought in which
the Wildcat s have scored once
.in the . past 245 minutes of
- soccer. Things obvious ly need
t'o change if a playoff run is to
·
·. -be seriousl y consider ed.
With the unenvia ble base of
a 2-4-1- record,- UNH pic~s up
the playoff trail in Orono on
Friday . Two weeks ago
· UMaine and UNH were tied in
the local ratings. Everyth ing
points to a tigh~ game, ~hich, .
like all the games to follow, can
.
playoffs
the
make
to
need an undefeated -streak
be tabbed as a .. mµst win".
·The UNH hooter~ were bested by Babson, 2-0, .Tuesday _in Wellesly.T~ey

. (Jim Millard
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